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Preface

This technical report is concerned with the theory

and observations of acoustic wave propagation through the

atmospheric boundary layer. The observations consist of

amplitude and doppler shift variations recorded at a

single receiver about 10 kilometers from the transmitting

site. These observations provide indirect evidence of

the magnitude and scale of the wind velocity fluctuations,

which are the main causes of the acoustic propagation

variations. Better resolution of the scale of these

fluctuations and their distributions as a function of

height can be achieved by incorporating an array of

receivers recording simultaneously, and we are presently

working at this extension. The array data can also

define the diurnal variations of the wind and temperature

profiles.
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ABSTRACT

An infra-sonic wave probe has been constructed to in-

vestigate the variability of the wind and temperature struc-

tures in the lower troposphere. The probe could be used for

detecting internal atmopsheric gravity waves and for studying

air pollution meteorology. The turbulence and diurnal varia-

tions of the atmospheric boundary layer were detected by a

prolonged operation of the probe with a fixed receiver locat-

ed 9200 m to the SE of the source. At periods of .5 to 8

minutes, the wind fluctuations and eddy sizes are inferred

from doppler shifts and amplitude variations. The root-mean-

square horizontal wind fluctuations are .13 + .06 m/s at

heights of about 192 m. The horizontal scales of the eddies

range from 200 m to 1400 m, while the vertical scales are

99+ 28 m. Therefore the eddies appear to be horizontally

elongated in the atmospheric boundary shears. Signal ampli-

tude variations at periods of .5 to 6 hours as well as diurnal

variations of air temperature and winds suggest 6 fundamental

effective wind profiles in the atmospheric boundary layer.

The signal source of the probe is a tube-resonator operated

at a constant frequency of around 13,5 cps, and the receiver

is a Globe microphone with a phase lock amplifier.
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS

Some technical terms, which are often used in this work

and may not be familiar to readers, are listed and briefly

explained. The number following each term denotes the page

where the term is defined. Definitions for commonly-used

meteorological terms can be found in Glossary of Meteorology

(Huschke 1959).

EFFECTIVE WIND is defined by

Ve = (Vy - Vyo) + (C - co),

where V = the horizontal wind component along the source-
y

receiver lino,

. = the speed of sound,

and the subscript "o" denotes the value at the Earth's

surface. (41)

EFFECTIVE WIND SHEAR is the vertical gradient of the

effective wind.

ELEVATED EFFECTIVE WIND SHEAR is the positive effective

wind shear of the upper layer in a two-layer model. The ef-

fective wind shear in the lower layer may be positive, ne-

gative, or zero. (45)

AVERAGE RAY HEIGHT (Hay) is the average height to which

the received signal has propagated. (41)

SHEAR VANISHING HEIGHT (Zm) is the height where the

positive effective wind shear vanishes. The shear vanishing
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height is at about 200 m to 600 m above the Earth's surface.

(43)

SIGNAL PENETRATING HEIGHT (H) is tho maximum height
to which the received signal has propagated. (41)

FOCUSIN•G FACTOR (f) is the ratio of the observedsi&nai amplitude to the amplitude which one would expect if

the siga.a- was propagating over the same horizontal distance
in a homogeneous atmosphere. The focusing factor is a j
measure of the geometrical spreading of neighboring rays.
( 31) (42)
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

(The number following each symbol denotes the page

where the symbol is defined or first occurs.)

A Ratio of fractional variations of signal
amplitude and zm (55)

a Inside radius of the tube resonator (9)

a. Piston radius (9)

a., ay, a, Correlation scale (62)

bar 106 dynes/cm2 or 105 newtons/r 2 , approximately
equal to the surface atmospheric pressure (10)

C Sound speed (28)

C Correction factor of inferred turbulence
scales for diffraction (82)

C &V Correction factor of inferred wind fluc-
tuation for diffraction (81)

cps Cycle per second (1)

D Wave parameter (79-80)

D Doppler shift due to the variation of zm (56)

DSo Doppler shift due to the variation of SO (56)

E Coimnon coefficient of mean-square phase and
amplitude variations (80)

f Focusing factor (31) (42)

F F = F / F (56)a d
Fa observed time rate of fractional change ofsignal amplitude (56)

f Predicted time rate of fractional change ofa signal amplitude (55)

Fd Observed fractional doppler shift (56)
f d Predicted fractional doppler shift (55)



viii

G Normalized ray angle for the logarithmic

profile (119)

H Signal penetrating height (41)

H Average ray height (41)

hi Lower layer thickness of a two-layermodel (124)

Lwprofile type b (52)

hc Lower layer thickness of elevated shear
profile type c (53-54)

K Modification coefficient of the wave
parameter for signal amplitude variations
in boundary shears (81)

KI, K2 , K3  Signal amplitude variation coefficients (63)

KS Ks = K1 + K2 + K 3 (64)

KSM KSM - K, + K2 / M2 + K3 /M4 ( 6 7 )

i: (kX, ky, kz) Wave vector (28)

L 1. Effective tube length of the resonator
(9)

2. Turbulence scale (64)

L Horizontal turbulence scale perpendicular
x to the source-receiver line (64)

L Turbulence scale along the source-receiver
y line (64)

Lz Vertical turbulence scale (64)

M 1. M = ax / az (67)

2. Medium parameter M =S or zm (126)

n Unit wave vector (28)

p Signal source power (6)

Po Open end acoustic power at resonance of the
signal transmitter (7)



ix

P Piston end acoustic power at resonance of

P the signal transmitter (7)

Pnoise Noise power (17)

Psignal Signal power (17)

p Acoustic pressure of the signal (31) (42)

pp Piston end acoustic pressure in resonance
Pp of the signal transmitter (10)

Q 1. Quality factor of the resonator (7)

2. Ratio of fractional variation of zm and
S0 (55)

R: (X, Y, Z) Receiver coordinate (30)

R (s) Normalized one-dimensional correlation
function of wind fluctuations (64)

R Radiation resistance at the open end of thea resonator (7)

Rb Dissipation resistance inside the tube
resonator (9)

Ratio of the mean-square phase shift to the
mean-square fractional amplitude variation
(82)

r: "x, y, z) Position coordinate (30)

r 1. Magnitude of position coordinate (2e)

2. Amplitude ratio of two interfering rays
(36)

S Effective wind shear (43) (44)

so Surface effective wind shear (43) (44)(45)

S1 Lower layer shear of a two-layer model (124)

S2 Upper layer shear of a two-layer model (124)

S/N signal-to-noise ratio (18)

s One-dimensional separation ccordinate (64)

t -, Time coordinate (28)
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T Signal travel time (128)

u P Piston velocity (9)

u *Friction velocity (34)

V, (Vx, Vy, Vz) Wind vector (28)

Ve Effective wind (41)

Vav Average effective wind (66)

V The magnitude of the average horizontal wind
xav component perpendicular to the source-receiver

line (66)
t Reference effective wind of the logarithmic

profile (44)

VM Effective wind at the shear vanishingheight (43)

Y Source-receiver distance, i.e., horizontal
signal travel distance (41)

Ymini Minimum signal travel distance for some
elevated shear profile (124) (126)

zam Height of a relatively maximum profile
fluctuation (56-59)

zao Height of zero profile fluctuation (59)

zm Shear vanishing height (43)

zo Roughness length (44)

Reference height of positive curvature
profiles (44) (45)

OElevation angle of the signal ray, abbre-
viated as ray angle (41)

do 1. Elevation angle of the receiver (6)

2. Initial ray angle (40)

Reference ray angle for the logarithmic
profile (119)

Lým Maximum 0(o (116)
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Reference ray angle for positive curvature
profiles (122)

Azimuthal angle (30)

1. Imaginary part of the propagation constant
inside the tube resonator (9)

2. -( = 7T/2 - 3 (30)

Signal phase shift (62)
1.o Turbulent energy dissipation rate (34)

2. Sound speed fluctuation (12e)

enoise Signal phase jitter due to noise (17)

7A The angle which the average wind makes with
the source-receiver line (66)

X Signal wavelength (25)

?b: microbar Unit of signal pressure (dyne/cm2 ) (5)

9P Signal frequency (66)

P Air density (29)

cyp/p Root-mean-square fractional amplitude
fluctuation (63) (66)

Root-mean-square wind fluctuation (34)

50 m-level rms wind fluctuation (84)

Root-mean-square phase variation (62) (66)

Period of signal variation (66)

fAngular frequency in augmented space (28)

Angular frequency in propagation space (28)
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'CHAPTER 1. INTRCDU2TICN

This work concerns the development of an infra-sonic

wave probe for investigating meso-scale wind and temperature

variations in the lower troposphere. Wind and temperature

fluctuations have been measured by research aircraft and

meteorological towers, but these direct measurements are

limited in either time or space. For continuously monitoring

average turbulence properties over a large area, a wave-pro-

pagation probe seems to be more suitable. When strong near-

surface wind shears or inversion layers are present, one may

send an acoustic signal up and receive it some distance away

in the downwind direction. The amplitude variations and

doppler shifts of the received signal will give information

about turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer. dhen

strong jet streams exist in the upper troposphere, one might

also get longer range signal transmissions by using the large

wind shear below the jet stream cores. Then the signal varia-

tions would give information about perturbing winds due to

internal atmospheric gravity waves, which have often been

found to accompany atmospheric jet streams.

A quarter wave tube-resonator with resonant frequency

of around 13.5 cps was built as an acoustic source. A Globe

microphone and a phase lock amplifier were used as the receiver.

Field data was collected with signal travel distance only up

to 9.2 km. The signal penetrating heiaht was limited by a

shear vanishing height which is about 200 m to 600 m above



the Earth's surface. From the observed average signal ampli-

tude and weather information, the average ray height was es-

timated to be about 192 m.

Signal variations with periods of about .5 to 8 min,

were mainly caused by the turbulent air motion drifting with

the average wind in the atmospheric boundary layer. Wind

perturbations due to gravity waves were ruled out, because

the few gravity waves which occurred during the measurements

did not seem to have large enough fluctuating wind components

along the source-receiver line of the probe to cause detectable

signal variations. A ray theory for signal propagation in the

atmospheric boundary layer was developed to analyze the field

data. Formulas for root-mean-square amplitude and phase varia-

tions of the probing signal were eerived. Then, from the ob-

served periodicity and the average wind component along the

source-receiver line, one estimated the horizontal turbulence

scale. From the observed phase shift and the estimated hori-

zontal turbulence scale, one inferred the average horizontal

wind fluctuation. Finally, from both the phase shift ane the

amplitude variation, one inferred the vertical turbulence

scale. The inferred wind fluctuations and turbulence scales

are generally consistent with those obtained from meteorolo-

aical tower measurements elsewhere. The horizontally elon-

gated shape of the inferred eddies appears to be characteris-

tic of the turbulence in boundary shears.

Signal amplitude variations with periods of .5 to 6
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hours suggest diurnal properties of the atmospheric boundary

layer, whose wind and temperature structures can be described

by 6 fundamental effective wind profiles.

Chapter 2 describes the equipment. This includes, in

addition to the signal source and receiver, wind screens and

a Daniels pipe for improving the signal-to-noise ratio at the

receiver. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical aspect of the

probe experiment. It starts with a summary of the general

ray theory. Then it introduces the shallow angle approxi-

mation, which is proper for signal propagation in the atmos-

pheric boundary layer. This approximation helps considerably

in evaluating the ray characteristics of 6 fundamental effec-

tive wind profiles. A linear theory of parabolic profile

fluctuations is also presented to predict possible amplitude

variations and doppler shifts. Finally, in chapter 3, root-

mean-square amplitude and phase variations due to boundary

layer turbulence are derived, assuming a three-dimensional

Gaussian correlation function. Chapter 4 gives experimental

results. Firstly, typical examples of field data and its

analysis are demonstrated. The accuracy of all analyzed data

is estimated. Then wind fluctuations and turbulence scales

inferred from all available data are discussed in the light

of current status of the research about atmospheric turbulence.

The possible signal variations due to gravity waves are dis-

cussed. Experimental evidences of diurnal variations of the

atmospheric boundary layer are also presented. Chapter 5
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summarizes the results of the probe experiment and suggests
directions for further improvements. The appendices include
the details of experimental results and some algebras of the

theory.

SI

r"
4



2IFSER 2. THE IJFR--3CNI.ý !IVE pROBE

In order to use the amplitude and frequency information

of the probe, one must have a signal source whose power output

and frequency are steady. The signal receiver must be sensi-

tive enough to measure the amplitude and frequency variations

due to the atmospheric fluctuations that are to be investi-

gated. The signal source was obtained by building a quarter

wave tube-resonator and closely controlling the driving fre-

quency. ihe signal receiver consisted of a Globe microphone

and a phase lock amplifier which can measure variations of

the acoustic amplitude down to .001 j•b (dyne/cm2 ) and doppler

shifts accurate to .01; of the source frequency. The perfor-

mance of the signal receiver very much depends on the signal-

to-noise ratio at the receiving site. with a fixed source

power, an improvement of signal-to-noise ratio can only be

obtained by reducing the background noise. wind screens and

a Laniels pipe were found very helpful in this respect.



2-1. The signal source

The signal is produced by a quarter wavelenc'th reso-

nant tube, which is a Sontube 20 feet long and 20 inches in

diameter, sittina upright on a base frame 3 feet above the

clroun6. T'he upper end of the tube is open and its bottom

end is closed by a rubber diaphragm. Two aluminum plates,

one on each side of the diaphragm, are pinched toc~ether as

a piston. The piston is driven up anO down by a one horse-

power E2 motor through a linkage, which transfers the rota-

tion of the motor shaft into the vertical motion of the pis-

ton.

The apparent source power as determined by a receiver

on the ground is 4 times the real source power because of

the ground reflection which ,oubles the sianal amplitude at

the receiver. If the quarter wavelenoth resonant tube was

situated on a flat plain in a uniform atmosphere, the ground

reflection would make the signal source look liKe a dipole

source with a separation of a half wavelength 'cetween the

real point source and its image (Lorse and Ingard 196F, p.

36c"). The apparent source power to a receiver above the

croune would be 4 P cos 2 1(7T/2) sin o(] , where F is the

real source power emitted from the top of the tube, and 0o

is the elevation anale of the receiver in a :oordinate sys-

tern with the tube bottom as the orig-in. i.herefore, to a

receiver on the croune = 0), the apparent source r•ower

is 4 P. 1'hrouohout this exoeriment, the receiver is always
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located on the ground.

"At resonance, the real acoustic power fror .:-an

enr? of the tube was determined to be 15 watts. h-he quality

factor (0) of the resonator, defined as the ratio of the

resonant frequency to the frequency width cf halt-power

points on the power versus frequency curve (Fig. 2-1.1), was

found to be 30. -'ne can analyze the resonant tube by assuming

two plane waves inside the tube, one going upward and the

other downward. '.he lower boundary condition is that the

particle velocity is equal to the piston velocity. The upper

boundary condition is that the ratio of acoustic pressure to

particle velocity is equal to the radiation impedance as

given by !..orse (1948, p. 333) or Morse Inboard (196E, p.

473). T he results cive

Q (the quality factor)

(Tr/4)e21/(Ra + 1b),

Po (the open ence acoustic power at resonance)

(7T/2) Ra (J-' a. Up) 2 / (ua + "ib) 2

= (8/1T) Ra (a u )2,

and Pp (the piston end acoustic power at resonance)

M1T/2) ((2 a. u) 2 / (.a + R1)

2 • 2 Q (ap u)2

where e02 = the characteristic impedance

= 407 newton-sec/m ,

a = the radiation resistance at the open end

a
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Fig. 2-1.1 The relative acoustic power vs.
frequency of the signal transmiatter

SO Relative
acoustic
power

0 0

60

20-0

0
20\0

I I p

23.6 13.8 14.0 14.2 14.4 14.6
signal frequency (cps)
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= (1/2) (0 Z ka)2

3
= .E29 newton-sec/m,

k = 7r/A.,

= the acoustic wavelencth

=25 mn

a = the tube radius

.254 m,

a = the piston radius

= .232 m,

u= the piston velocity

= .269 m/s,

b = I L p .z,

= the dissipation resistance inside the tube due

to air leakaqes, nonlinear effects, eddy and

molecular viscosity, thermal conduction, wall

flexibility, etc.

= the imaginary part of the propagation constant

inside the tube,

L =the effective tube length

/ %4.

The calculation results can be illustrated by the numbers

listed in Table 2-1.1. The above theory does not explain

the observed a and power output of the transmitter. For an

observed acoustic power output of 15 watts, the Q would be

42 instead of the observed 30, which corresponds to an out-

put power of only 7.6 watts. The possible reasons for the
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'ra].le 2-1.1 '.he predicted quality factor, acoustic power,
and acoustic pressure ot the sicnal transmitter

SP0  (watt) Pp (watt ) p (bar)

25 5.4 EA .035

30 7.8 100 .042

35 11 120 .050

42 15 140 .056

386 1290 1290 .54

.,emarks:

2= the quality factor

PO = the open end acoustic power in resonance

S= the piston ene acoustic power in resonancep

Pp = the piston end acoustic pressure in resonance

discrepancy between the theory and observations are:

(1) The actual radiation resistance could be treater

than what is assumed in the theory, which is derived for

a flangeO piston.

(2) iome unaccounted process in the system coulO have

lowieree the 2, without simultaneously lowerina the power

output.

(3) The sensitivit,, of the receiver microphone coule

be inaccurate so that the signal amplitu6e has been

overestimatee.

if there was no dissipation inside the tul', the j tould ;e

3E6, the resonant power output 1290 watt-,, anc the acoustic,
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pressure .54 bar, accore ing to the theory.. rhis seems to be

not only impossible because of the larae acoustic pressure

(.54 bar) which ::oule have caused nonlinear dissipation, but

also impractical because of the larae j. ,Jith a j of 3P,6,

the output power would decrease by 50" when the transmitter

frequency deviates from the resonant frequency by .13;, which

coule easily be effected by an air temperature variation of

only Fo.

Swo control modes of the signal transmitter are now

available, i.e., resonance control mode, and frequency con-

trol mode. In the resonance control mode, the motor speed

is fixed at resonance by controllinca the piston velocity to

he always in phase with the acoustic pressure at the bottom

of the tube. Sin•e the resonant frequency varies with the

air temperature, the signal source under the resonance control

mode does not necessarily have a constant frequency, and,

as a result, is not suital-le for studyinS doppler shifts pro-

euzed bl, propac:ation in the atmosphere. in the frequency

control mode, the motor speee is controlled to run at a con-

stant frequency,, which can be readjusted to be equal to the

resonant frequency as the air temperature chanqes. gith a

Sf 20, the source power can often be kept within 10,b of

the resonant power by readjustin9 the motor speed once to

thrice over a whole nioht. Evan during periods with maxi-

mum time rates of change of the air temperature on a clear

summer eav, i.e,, about + 302 per hour, the source power can
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still be kept within 150' of the resonant power by readjusting

the motor speed once per hour. In this experiment, the fre-

quency control mode was used almost exclusively. The elec-

tronic systems for the motor control at the transmitter and

for the data processing at the receiver are very similar,

both using phase lock amplifiers. A schematic diagram (e'ig.

2-2.4) in the next section shows the major constituents of

the entire probe. Letails of the transmitter control should

always be tried out to fit the special purpose, for which

the received signal is processed. For example, in the last

stage of this experiment, the received doppler shifts were

integrated to directly record signal phase shifts originated

by atmospheric turbulence (Section 2-2). '1o desicn the pro-

per transmitter control for such an operation should minimize

eeviations of the integrated frequency error.

The transmitter frequency can usually be controlled to

stay within .0051 of the averaye frequency (Figs 2-1.2 and

2-1.3). Fig. 2-1.2 compares the source frequency and ampli-

tude with the sicnal frequency and amplitude received on the

cirouno, about 20 m away from the transmitter. The source

frequency and amplitude were monitored by suspendin, a ceramic

microphone near the piston ene of the tube resonator. The

sensitivity of the ceramic microphone has not yet been cali-

.-Y rated. Therefore, the source amplitude is expressed in an

arbitrary scale. In ric. 2-1.2, the frequency records of the

transmitter an6 the receiver look almost identical, with the
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"ic. 2-1.2 .in example of source frequency
and, amplitude compared with
receiver records (Y = 20m)
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Fig. 2-1.3 ,rn example of source frequency
compared with receiver records
(Y =9200 m)
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receiver so close to the source. Large deviations of the

tran3mitter frequency can be caused by the wind blowing over

the mouth of the acoustic resonator, electric surges in the

power line to the transmitter control system, etc. Therefore,

to interpret the received doppler (or phase) shifts, one

should always first compare them with the source frequency

record anO count out any variations which are due to the

source. Fie. 2-1.3 compares the source frequency with the

signal frequency and amplitude, which were received 9200 m

to the SE of the source. In order to determine the back-

oround noise, the transmitter was scheduled to be on for 22

min. and off for 2 min., with a cycle per 24 min. After being

corrected for source frequency deviations, the received fre-

quency variations can be either due to medium fluctuations or

due to the background noise. Reliable doppler shifts, which

are caused by wind and temperature fluctuations, can only be

determined after one fully understands noise effects on the

receiver behavior.
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2-2. The signal receiver

The signal receiver includes three major components:

a Globe microphone, a filter-amplifier and a phase lock sys-

tem,

The Globe microphone is a sensitive capacitor micro-

phone. Its frequency response is flat within 3 db from .1

cps to 450 cps. It has a sensitivity of .0225 v/ 1jb. The

microphone output is sent to the filter-amplifier.

The filter-amplifier had a 4 cps-bandwidth centered at

13.5 cps. Later the bandwidth was narrowed to 1 cps. Its

amplification gain ranges from 10 to 5000. The filter output

is rectified and averaged. This output is denoted as the A.:.

level, which represents the total level of the siqnal and the

noise within the 4 cps- or 1 cps-bandwidth. The filter out-

put is also sent to the phase lock system.

The phase lock system phase-detects the signal against

a relaxation oscillator. The phase error is integrated to

produce a frequency error signal. This error signal is used

to keep the relaxation oscillator in step with the signal and

is also used as a monitor of the signal frequency. The re-

laxation oscillator also operates a synchronous detector

through which the audio signal is passed. The output of this

detector is averaged and denoted as the synchronous output.

In a later stage, the error signal was integrated to give

the phase shift of the received signal. The theoretical

characteristics of the receiver phase lock loop are the
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following (Gardner 1967):

The effective bandwidth of synchronous output

= .05 cps.

The amplitude of synchronous output

= (signal amplitude) <cos (Gnoise)> '

where (9noise) = the signal phase Jitter due to noise.

The mean square phase jitter due to noise

2-(enoise)

= (P noise) / (30 Psignal),

where (Pnoise) = the noise power,

(Psignal) the signal power.

"The maximum doppler shift rate that can be tracked when

(Psignal) > (Pnoise)

= .012 cps/sec.

The minimum signal-to-noise ratio for lock

-1/5.

The receiver has been constantly under improvement.

For the experimental results presented in this work, one can

distingnish three stages of the receiver condition:

1) From May e to Nov. 16 in 1970. the receiver had

a wide band (4 cps) filter and recorded frequency shifts.

2) From Nov. 16 to Nov. 24 in 1970, the receiver

had a narrow band (1 cps) filter and still recorded

frequency shifts.

3) From Nov. 24, 1970 to Jan. 7, 1971, the re-

ceiver had a narrow band filter and recorded phase shifts.
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The receiver characteristics are demonstrated in Figs.

2-2.1 to 2-2.3 for the three different stages. For signal-

to-noise ratios of about 1, the frequency is steady over

periods of more than 1 min., although over periods of less

than 1 min., there are frequency fluctuations due to the noise.

Therefore, the minim-um signal-to-noise ratio for detecting

frequency (or phase) shifts with periods longer than 1 min.

is about unity for all three stages.

The entire probe system is schematically shown in Fig.

2-2.4.

i-
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Fig. 2-2.1 Receiver characteristics
(4 cps-bandwidth and doppler shifts)
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Fij. 2-2.2 Receiver characteristics
(1 cps-bandwidth and doppler shifts)
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Fig. 2-2.3 Receiver characteristics
(I cps-bandwidth and phase shifts)
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Fig. 2-2.4 Flow diagram of the probe
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2-3. Wind screens and the Daniels pipe for improving the
signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver

The improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio at the

receiver is imperative in carrying out the experiment success-

fully. In addition to the electronic phase lock technique,

which proves to be unique in tracking the signal, some me-

chanical devices are still necessary to reduce the background

noise at the receiver. There are two kinds of background

noise: the random noise and the acoustic noise. The random

noise is mainly caused by the local wind. The acoustic noise

is mainly caused by the high speed automobile traffic. Wind

sreens made of silk can reduce the wind noise by inhibiting

the air flow. A Daniels pipe (Daniels 1959) with wind screens

can reduce both random and acoustic noises.

A portable wind screen made of two cylindrical silk

layers, one outside the other, has been used for exploratory

field trips. The outer cylinder is 2 feet high and 2.5 feet

in diameter, and the inner one is 1.5 feet high and about 1

foot in diameter. The exact gain of the wind screen is yet

to be measured. The noise reducing capability seems to depend

on the wind speed. The signal is unattenuated by the screen.

The Daniels pipe, which acts as a line microphone, is

a plastic p±pe 25 meters long with an inside diameter of 1

inch. One end of the pipe is fitted to the Globe microphone

of the receiver, and the other end pointed at the signal

source. Evenly distributed along the pipe are 25 leaks, which

- - A
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are made of capillary tubes of different sizes. The leaks at

the source end of the pipe have larger diameters and smaller

lengths than the leaks at the microphone end, so that the

waves coming through all the leaks will arrive at the micro-

phone with approximately the same amplitude. The sound speed

in the pipe is equal to that in the air. Therefore, for the

signal travelling in the direction of the pipe, each leak

admits a wave which is in phase with the waves from all the

other leaks. The wind noise, however, because of its limited

spacial coherence is incoherently summed in the pipe. Also

the acoustic noise coming from other directions is attenuated

because the waves picked up at different leaks are out of

phase. The theoretical amplitude response as a function of

the direction is shown in Fig. 2-3.1 (Clson 1947, p. 280).

The Daniels pipe as well as the Globe microphone are buried

and the leaks are covered with small wind screens. This sys-

tem reduces the background noise by a factor of about 3. The

signal is essentially unattenuated by the Daniels pipe.
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Fig. 2-3.1 The amplitude response curve of the
Daniels pipe (Length = 1 X. )
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T he radial distance to the curve is the amplitude response

normalized by the 00 response to the acoustic wave comin4 in

that direction.
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CHAPTER 3. A RAY THEORY FOR SIGNAL PROPAGATION IN THE
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER

A simple ray theory is developed to analyze the field

data of the experiment. With horizontal travel distances of

5 to 10 kin, the signal penetrating height is limited by the

atmospheric boundary shear, which is 200 to 600 m thick.

Because of the small elevation angles of the propagating ray

(C0(".3 rad.), the theory adopts a shallow angle approximation.

One-dimensional effective wind profiles are proposed to inter-

pret long-period signal amplitude variations with periods of

.5 to 6 hours. From these models, the average ray trajectories

and penetrating heights can be estimated. Superposed on the

long-period atmospheric variations are short-period wind and

temperature fluctuations with periods of .5 to 8 min., which

cause short-period amplitude variations and phase (or doppler)

shifts. Horizontal wind fluctuations and turbulence scales

can be inferred from the short-period signal variations by a

three-dimensional fluctuation model.

The first section of this chapter (Section 3-1) sum-

marizes the general ray theory, whose details can be found in

Hayes (1970) and Lighthill (1965). Section 3-1 also discusses

various signal attenuating processes in the atmosphere, dif-

ferent ways of evaluating ray integrals, and finally the multi-

path ray interference. Section 3-2 introduces one-dimensional

atmospheric models and the shallow angle approximation. These

help simplify the algebra of integrations. Section 3-3
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presents fundamental effective wind profiles which are sug-

gested from the long-period experimental results (Section 4-4).

Section 3-3 also summarizes the ray characteristics of these

fundamental profiles. Section 3-4 is a linear theory of pro-

file fluctuations which illustrates the relation between am-

plitude variations and doppler shifts. Section 3-5 deals

with signal variations due to short-period wind fluctuations,
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3-1. Ray theory

The important results of general ray theory can be sum-

marized in the following three statements.

a) The group velocity, which describes the ray trajec-

tory, is the gradient of frequency with respect to wave vector

in the augmented space (Hayes 1970). The augmented space,

which comprises wave vector i, position vector It, and time t,

is distinguished from the propagation space (r, t). The fre-

quency in the augmented space is denoted byS2(k, r, t), and

that in the propagation space by OJ(?, t). The dispersion

relation is then

r la)

which, for the acoustic wave in a moving medium, is
(A + k-v, (lb)

where C = sound speed,

V = wind,

and both C and are functions of r and t. Therefore the

acoustic group velocity is

T= = + v, (2)
dt

where = unit wave vector.

b) The time derivative of wave vector along the ray is

the negative gradient of frequency with respect to position

vector in the augmented space, i.e.,

(3)
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where d4dt f •t

c) The time derivative of frequency along the ray is

the partial derivative of frequency with respect to time in

the augmented space, i.e.,

d(a) _6 _6dt I t lot (4)

The coordinate system used for the probe is illustrated

in Fig. 3-1.1. The wave vector magnitude and components are,

C c+vx cos 0(cosp + vy cos o sin p + vz sin ot'

kx= k cos cos ,3 (
S= k cos o sin ( 0

k = k sinol.z

The signal amplitude is calculated by considering the

geometrical spreading of the rays. The doppler shift, which

is usually less than .1% of the source frequency, can be ne-

glected in evaluating ray trajectories. The apparent source

power is 4 times the real power output ,, of the signal trans-

mitter because of the ground reflection at the receiver

(Section 2-1). Then the power emitted in the solid angle

element cos 0o d N d 1 o is (P/7r) cos •0o d o d Po, which,

according to the law of energy conservation, should be equal

to fp2/(2eC)] I1n Id-oI doO at the receiver,

where p is the peak amplitude of acoustic pressure, ( the air

d yn *- d~o dpo the cross-section of
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Fig. 3-1.1 The coordinate system used for the
probe

z

SourceO Receiver

'9.y ,/1.
x

Remarks:

Source at (0, 0, 0)
Receiver at (0, Y, 0)
x = the axis perpendicular to the source-receiver line
v = the cooreinate along the source-receiver line
z = the vertical coordinate

= the elevation angle
'M r/2 -(3
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the ray tube. Hence the signal peak amplitude is

p [2PeC cos co o/(T - . (6)

A convenient way to express the signal amplitude received

away from the source is to specify its focusing factor, which

is defined as the ratio of the actual amplitude to the ampli-

tude one would receive if the medium was uniform and the

signal could propagate along a straight line, i.e.,

f = R/inl X (7 1)

The signal can be attenuated by other processes than

the geometrical spreading, which are, in the order of impor-

tance to this experiment: vibrational relaxation of atmos-

pheric molecules, turbulence scattering, relaxation effects

of fogs, and classical absorption due to viscous forces and

heat conduction. The amplitude attenuation caused by these

processes is estimated according to theoretical studies and

laboratory tests reported in the literature.

The major signal-attenuating relaxation process in the

atmosphere is due to the vibrational mode of oxygen molecules

(Kneser 1965). The water vapor content decisively controls

the absorption as shown in Fig. 3-1.2. For example, the

maximum amplitude loss of 33% over a 9.2 km path occurs ap-

proximatly at -10 0 C with a relative humidity of 100%., at 0°C

with a re1 vire humidity of 50%, or at 10 0 C with a relative

humidity of 20%.
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Fig. 3-1.2 Sound attenuation due to the vibrational
relaxation of atmospheric molecules
(Y = 9200 m, frequency 13.5 cps)
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The amplitude loss due to turbulence scattering depends

on the intensity of boundary turbulence, which can be esti-

mated from the 3 m-level wind fluctuation. The estimated

signal amplitude losses for three turbulent conditions are

listed in Table 3-1.1. For a travel distance of 9.2 km, the

signal amplitude can lose 17% in a severe turbulence (i.e.,

with a rms wind fluctuation of 1.5 nms at 3 m).

The signal is attenuated in fogs because of an irrever-

sible energy transfer from the signal w~vn tc water droplets

and the saturated air, similar to the reia.,tion attenuation

by molecular vibrational modes. Accot•,ng to a theoretical

study by Cole and Dobbins (1970), the energy attenuation of

waves with frequencies less than 130 cps is about 8 x 10-4

neper/m when the visibility in the fog is 24 m. Therefore

the amplitude loss over 9.2 km in a dense fog will be almost

total. This might have actually happened to the probing

signal in the night of Oct. 9-10, 1970, when the signal am-

plitude received at the 9.2 km site gradually vanished as

the visibility in the fog decreased to about 24 m. However

the loss of signal that night could also be interpreted as

due to the loss of wind shear which was recorded. The rest

of the field data analyzed in this work was collected without

significant fogginess.

The amplitude loss due to viscous forces and heat con-

duction of the air is estimated to be about only .003% over

a 9.2 km path (Piercy 1969), and is, therefore, unimportant.
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Table 3-1.1 Signal amplitude loss due to turbulence
scattering

__v (ns) .5 1. 1.5

(m 2/s 3 ) .0013 .0053 .012

(y-
Signal 4.5 kim) 2% 5% 9%
ampli- ....
tude 9, k 4% 10% 17%
loss 9.2 kin)

Remarks:

1. TV = the rms wind fluctuation at 3 m-level.

2. 6 = the turbulent energy dissipation rate.
S= u*2 -6V

where u* = the friction velocity
(I'V/2. 5,

and = the vertical wind shear

= .033 sec-I.

3. Y = the travel distance.

4. The signal amplitude loss is estimated by

assuming a homogeneous isotropic turbulence

with outer scale of 200 m, a temperature of

i0°-, and turbulent energy dissipation rates

estimated above. The formulas can be found

in Batchelor (1957) and Tatarski (1961).
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To evaluate the ray trajectory and the ray parameters,

e.g., !, k#, CA), - and , there are three different ways

of integration. They are time-integration, z-integration,

and y-integration.

Time-integration, as described by Wesson (1970), is

suitable in numerical calculation.

Z-integration is preferred for obtaining analytical

expressions, when atmospheric parameters are assumed to be

functions of z only. Since SJ is now not an explicit func-

tion of x and y, one gets from Eq. (3)

kx = kox = constant, (8a)

and k = koy = constant, (8b)

for each ray. Also as a matter of fact, the doppler shift

is usually less than .1% of the source frequency. Therefore,

the frequency can be practically considered as constant when

ray trajectories are evaluated, i.e.,

(A)= (o = constant. (9)

From Eqs. (8) and (9), the Snell's law in a moving medium is

obtained as

-' Co
+ -_ +_ (10)

Cos O Y Cos Os yo

The vertical component of the wind, Vz, is negligible in de-

termining the ray trajectory. Z-integration is used in

Sections 3-2 through 3-4.

Y-integration is preferred for calculating the root-

mean-square value of signal variations due to random medium
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fluctuations and is, therefore, used in Section 3-5.

One should beware of the possiblity of receiving

multi-path rays. For example, with a two-layer atmosphere

model, one often predicts two rays with different initial

elevation angles landing at the same receiving site (Fig.

3-3.4). The multi-path rays could interfere with each other.

However, from the experimental results (Chapter 4), one finds

that the multi-path ray interference is negligible in this

experiment. There are two reasons for this:

(a) Firstly, observed phase shifts (in radians) are

mostly much greater than observed fractional amplitude

variations (Tables A-i.1 to A-1.9), while, for the multi-

path ray interference, one would predict phase shifts to

be only slightly greater than or equal to fractional ampli-

tude variation. For example, one considers the interference

of two rays with amplitudes respectively of 1 and r, where

r is smaller than 1. Their phase difference is assumed

to vary randomly between 0 and 21T. Then, according to

vector summation, one gets the rms phase shift as

5 = (r /2) (1 + r 2 / 8),

and the rms fractional amplitude variation as

= ( r / 2½) (1 - r2 / 32).

Hence, for the double ray interference, phase shifts are

predicted to be only slightly greater than fractional

amplitude variations. Then the number of interfering; rays

becomes infinitely large, the signal variations could



possibly be predicted by the diffraction theory for signal

propagation in a random medium (Tatarski 1961, p. 185),

and phase shifts likely tend to be ezual to fractional

amplitude variations. However, experimental results

give phase shifts to be mostly much greater than frac-

tional amplitude variations (Fig. 3-1.3). In average,

phase shifts are measured to be twice as large as frac-

tional ampliutde variations. Therefore, the multi-path

ray interference seems to be negligible in this experi-

ment.

(b) secondly, because of the topography of the experi-

ment site (Fig. 4.1), rays reflected from the ground sur-

face at closer distances often restart with greater ele-

vation angles than their trapping angles, and are unlikely

to bend down again so as to interfere with the direct ray

at the receiver.

Therefore, to the first approximation, one can neglect the

interference of multi-path rays, and consider only one direct

ray.

Due to atmospheric inhomogeneities, the receiver can

also have scattered rays.. which interfere with the direct ray

and cause diffraction. Cne will see in Section 4-1. that

the field data of this experiment can still be analyzed by

the ray theory and that the effect of diffraction phenomena

on these results can be estimated. The horizontal wind fluc-

tuation inferred with the ray theory is possibly smaller than

.-- ~. ~ -.-- ~ ---
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the true value by 33%. The accuracy of inferring the ver-
tical turbulence scale with the ray theory is generally good

except for a few cases where the phase shift is almost equal
to the fractional amplitude variation.

I

I•
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3-2. One-dimensional atmospheric model and shallow angle
approximation

Atmospheric temperature and wind are mainly functions

of height. Therefore, to study average signal amplitude and

long-period signal variations, a one-dimensional model can be

used. The signal penetrating height depends on the wind shear

and the temperature gradient in the atmospheric boundary layer

as well as the source-receiver distance. With a horizontal

travel distance of 9.2 kim, the signal penetrates almost to

the top of the boundary shear, which is 200 m to 600 m above

the surface. The signal ray angle, 0(, which the ray makes

with the horizontal surface, is always small (less than .3

rad). To take advantage of this fact, a shallow angle ap-

proximation is used in evaluating ray integrals.

As a result of one-dimensional model and shallow angle

approximation, one can write

cos0 = 1 - C2/2, (la)
cos o= 1 - o2/2, (lb)

and 1/C = 1/Co - (C-Co)/z 0
2  (lc)

by Taylor's expansion and retaining terms up to the first

order. Then the substitution of Eqs. (1) into Eq. (10) in

the previous section transforms the Snell's law into the

simplified form
o2= (02 + =-= Vy V o'i~o

0(2 2  (C- Co y - o%0 0 (2a)

where the subscript 'ol denotes the ground value.
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By defining the effective wind as

Ve = c - C 0 Vy -Vyo, (2b)

the Snell's law is conveniently written as

02=_ 0 - 2Ve/Co (3)

Then the integral of ray trajectory becomes i
y = (dz/C()

- zd I ± (cdz 2 Ve/Co?)J1D (4)

where O is positive in the first half trajectory (from the

source to the turning point) and is negative in the second

half trajectory (from the turning point to the landing point).

The penetrating height, H, is the value of z which makes 0(

vanish.

Let the receiver location be y = Y and z = Z = 0. Then

the horizontal travel distance is

Y =2 (H (dz/ 0)
/0prY (dl4

-2 • o 2 Ve/Co) 1'(5
2 ½

where H = the signal penetrating height.

The ray propagation height averaged over the horizontal

travel distance is called the average ray height, i.e.,

Hay = (2/Y) zdy (2/Y) (zdz/of). (6)"aOy
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The amplitude and focusing factor with the shallow angle

approximation become respectively

p= (2PC/17 1o(0  YdI I 1(

and f=Y(8)

do)i
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3-3. Fundamental effective wind profiles in the atmospheric

boundary layer

The diurnal variations of the average signal amplitule

(see Section 4-5 for the experimental evidence) suggest 6
I

fundamental effective wind profiles which are applicable in

different times of the day. They are:

1) The negative shear profile.

V= - Sz, (1)

where S is a positive constant. It occurs from about noon

until sunset. No signal transmission is possible with this

profile.

2) The parabolic pro£ile.

Ve = (2Vm z/z) 1 - z/(2zm)}

(2)
S z (1 - z/(2zm)]

where zm = the shear vanishing height,

Vm = the wind at Zm,

So = the surface shear.

It is applicable mostly at night, when the penetrating height

is close to the shear vanishing height and the focusing factor

is small. The parabolic profile can be derived by Taylor's

expansion of the effective wind at the shear vanishing height,

i.e.,

2 2
dye 2zz)Ve=V + Ve (z -zm) .(3)

e VM 2 Jmdz Zm

Since the effective wind vanishes at the surface, the coef-
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ficient of the second term is determined as2i
2 2Mz (4)

dz2  Zm

which is a negative curvature. Then the substitution of Eq.

(4) into Eq. (3) gives Eq. (2).

3) The logarithmic profile.

Ve n(z/zo) (5)

where z = roughness length = 1 m,

S= the w ind at 3 m-level.

This profile is predicted assuming a strong turbulent boun-

dary shear in neutral air (Lumley & Panofsky 1964, pp.103,

Thuillier & Lappe 1964). It is applicable for short-distance
propagation (Y 4= 2 )a) in the daytime and for longer distances

at night. The focusing factor is usually small.

4) The linear profile.

Ve = Sz. 6

It is applicable at night, when the penetrating height is in

the lower part of a strong boundary shear and the focusing

factor is about 1.

5) The positive curvature profile. This has three types

according to the surface shear, which can be positive, zero,

or negative.

Ve = So Z[ 1 + z/(2zp) ] ,ype a) (7a)

Ve = so z2/(2z.), (Type b) (7b)
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Ve= S0 z - z/(2zp) ], (Type c) (7c)

where So/zp is the curvature and the surface shears are

+ so, 0 and -- So. These profiles are applicable when the

signal penetrates the lower part of strong boundary shears.

The focusing factor is greater than 1.

6) The elevated shear profile. This is a two-layer

model. The lower layer is one of the positive curvature pro-

files, while the upper layer Js a shear with negative curva-

ture. The interface of the two layers is an inflection point.

The elevated shear is believed to be responsible for the

strong signals which are observed in the beginning as well as

at the end of the daily receiving period (Fig. 4-4.1).

The signal properties for parabolic, logarithmic, linear,

and positive curvature profiles can be evaluated analytically

(Appendix 2). The results are shown below with

Y = the travel distance,

H = the penetrating height,

Hay = the average ray height, and

f = the focusing factor.

PARABOLIC PROFILE

Trajectory:
Z:zm = Z ( oif m) sinh (•m y/Zm) + cosh (1m ]

= (2zm/om) tanh- 1 ( o/0(m)

H Zm{l- [I, - (ao,/m)2 J½
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I ay zmi (0o/0(m)/tanh- 1 (O(o/a()

f zmJ ½{coth [ 2z, tanh ( Y}

0( (so zm/C) =(V/)

LOGARITHMIC" P.ROFILE

Trajectory;

zo exp (G o ef(O jef(0

Z =zexp (G.2) erf (2½ G )f 2½- erf (G0 )

"G 0v' 0  0~½ 0

(2 2

G( 2 (2V

G =l0 -n (z/z)J

LINE.A. P-ROFILE

TIra jectory:

(Y - =: (0s (2 Co,/S) ( 2 (2S) -zJ

Y 2 2Z (/
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H = (2/3) Hav

f = 1

POSITIVE CURVATURE TYPE A (positive surface shear)

Trajectory:

z = zp 0(,0 /O() sin (O~py/zp) + 1cos Opz)

Y = (2 z p/o( p) tan-' (1 lo O1p

H Zp 1i + (o0(. 0/(,)J - 1

Hav = Zp [ ( o4 /o(p)/tan- 1 (O(o/O(p) - 1J

f _ ___ co + tan rŽ21}
2zp 2so zplCo) 2

I olpI

POSITIVE 2URVATURE TYPE 3 (zero surface shear)

Trajectory:

Z = (LO zpp/p) sin (pylzp)

H = 0o Zp/• p

H = (2/1T) H
av

f=

POSITIVE ZURVATURE TYPE C (negative surface shear)

Trajectory:
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z = Zp[ 0(~0/ O4,) sin I dp /zp) + 1 - cos ( O~p/z) ]
Y = (2 Zp/l(p) [1T/2 + cot- 1 (eo? 0/p)

Ha: Zp{l + (Yo//O(p)/ I[l1/2 + cot 1

f = I o I + (c'(o/O(P)2½ 2 -1/2 + cotI (l co/01p)

When the focusing factor is small at night, either

parabolic or logarithmic profile is possible. The best way

to distinguish between these two would be to have several re-

ceivers located at different distances and aligned with one

source, and to measure the focusing factor as a function of

distance. Fig. 3-3.1 compares the charactezistics of para-

bolic and logarithmic profiles. Both profiles have a wind

of 10 m/s at 400 m. The focusing factor of the logarithmic

profile drops very fast within the first kilometer, and then

decreases very slowly, having a value near .3 for the next

F km. The focusing factor of the parabolic profile is almost

unity in the first kilometer (behaving like that of the

linear profiles) and then decreases fast with distance.Fig.

3-3.2 depicts f-contours in the log zm vs. locg Vm diagram

for Y = 9.2 km and Co = 331 rm/s, which helps one determine

the appropriate parabolic profile. The penetrating heights

and average ray heights as fractions of zm of the parabolic

profile are plotted vs. f in Fig. 3-3.3.

The focusing factor of the linear profile is almost
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Fiq. 3-3.2 f-contours in the log z. vs. log Vm
eiagram for the parabolic profile
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Fig. 3-3.3 H/z~ m Hav/Zm vs. f of the parabolic
pro"i e
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unity, decreasing slowly with the travel distance (Appendix

2). The focusing factor of the positive curvature profile

is greater than unity. Travel distances of positive curva-

ture profiles are restricted within the following limits,

which are also caustic distances except for the origin:

0 < Y <I Zp /•p, (Type a)

Y = 0 Z /p, (Type b)

z 0/p<( Y < 27Tzp/c(p. (Type c)

In reality, the finite thickness of the atmospheric layer,

where the profile is valid, limits the travel distance.

Fig. 3-3.4 shows schematically the signal penetrating

heights and focusing factors vs. the travel distance for the

elevated shears. An elevated shear predicts a large focusing

factor when the penetrating height is near the point of in-

flection of the profile. Elevated shear type b or c predicts

skip distance Y which is also the caustic distance.

min i can be estimated by assuming the elevated shear to be

constant (Appendix 2). Thus one gets for type b,

Ymini =4 (20 hb/S2)½ (9)

where hb = the thickness of the lower constant velocity layer,

S 2 = the constant elevated shear,

and for type c,

)2Ymini =2 (2 ::o hc/Sl)½ (i + S/2 - 1 ], (i0)

1/-52
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Fig. 3-3.4 Penetrating heights and focusing
factors with elevated shears
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where h. the thickness of the lower negative shear layer,

S1  the magnitude of the negative shear,
S2 the constant elevated shear.

~1
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3-4. Amptitude variations and doppler shifts due to parabolic

profile fluctuations

A linear theory is developed to calculate the variations

of both amplitude and frequency due to fluctuations of the

parabolic effective wind profile. With this theory, the ef-

fects of individual profile parameters on the signal variation

are linearly added. The parameters for parabolic profile are

So (surface shear) and zm (shear vanishing height). The re-

sults of the calculation (Appendix 3) are the following. The

predicted time rate of fractional change of amplitude due to

the profile fluctuation is

fa [d (In SO) ] -1+ Q) A,(i

where

dtR (ln So) = t%-he time rate of fractional change of of,

Q = d (ln zm)/d (ln So)

= the ratio of fractional variations of z andSO, m

and

A = (04){ [SO Y/(2 C 0 o) fi + ((o/•m)2] - 1

= the ratio of fractional variations of signal amplitude
and z.

The predicted fractional doppler (shift) due to the profile

fluctuation is

fd =[£ (in SO) J (Dso + Q Dzm), (2)

where
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D so = zm0(o/(2C,)]IfSo Y/(2C, 0(,)) r ( 0(. 0('(d) 2 h

= the doppler due to variations of So#
!2

Dzm =([3 zmO(o/(2%C0)j{(SoY/(2CoO(o)])(1 -(O 'o//(m) 2/3) iJ

= the doppler due to variations of zm.

One can infer the .rofile fluctuation from the observed

long-period signal variations. Let the observed time rate of

fractional change of amplitude due to the profile fluctuation

be Fa' the associated fractional doppler be Fd, and the ratio

of Fa/Fd be F. Then, by equating the observed Fa and Fd to

the predicted fa and fd respectively, one obtains the inferred

ratio of fractional variations of zm and S0 as

Q = (FDso + A)/(- FDzm + A), (3)

and the inferred time rate of fractional change of so as

d_ (ln SO) = (Fa/A)/(-l+Q) = Fd+(Dso + Q Dzm) (4)
dt F(

Finally, one gets the inferred profile fluctuation (peak am-

plitude) as

AV, = (4(in SO)) Soz (1 - (1 - Q)z/(2 zm)Il, (5)

where ' = the period of variation.

Schematic diagrams in Fig. 3-4.1 illustrate all pos-

sible variations of parabolic profiles according to the linear

theory. The eminent properties of these variations are listed

in Table 3-4.1, where Zam = (l - Q) denotes the height of
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Fig. --4.1 Fluctuations of parabolic profiles
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Table 3-4.1 Characteristics of parabolic profile fluctuations

Fluc-
tuation £01

Q + +

F + +

Zam - + + + +

Zao -+ + + +

P) - -+ +

Remarks:

1. The fluctuation type is determined by values of
Q and F as shown in Fig. 3-4.1.

2. Q is the ratio of fractional variations of zm
and So of the profile, i.e., d(in zm)/d(in so).

3. F is the observed ratio of the time rate of
fractional amplitude change to the fractional
doppler shift.

4. Z = Zm / (1 - Q) is the height where the
fluctuating wind is relatively maximum.

5. Zao = 2 Zam is the height where the fluctuating
wind is zero.

6. (A p)(A V) is the product of the signal amplitude
change and the wind change in the boundary layer.
When alternative signs are possible, the positive
sign is for z> Zao and the negative si.gn for
Z < Zao.

a__A
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a relatively maximum fluctuation and Zao 2 Zam denotes the

zero fluctuation height. Also listed in Table 3-4.1 is the

sign of the product of the signal amplitude change and the

wind change, i.e., (& p) (&V). For fluctuation type 0(, it

is positive, wti 'i means that an amplitude increase accom-

panies wind increases at all levels in the boundary layer.

For types t3 and Y, (Ap) (,V) is negative. For types

and E , the sign depends on the height where the wind is re-

corded. The observed signs of (A p) (/ V) and F should help

identify the possible types of profile fluctuation which cause

the signal variations.

For the theory of profile fluctuations to be applicable,

the period of signal variations must be long enough to insure

a practical uniformity of associated wind variations over the

source-receiver line, since the theory is based on a one-

dimensional atmosphere model. If the fluctuating wind system

drifts with the average wind, which blows at 5 m/s along the

9 km source-receiver line, for example, then the period of

observed profile fluctuations must be at least 30 min. If

the profile fluctuation wind is caused by gravity waves, which

have a phase velocity component of 50 m/s along the 9 km

source-receiver line, for example, then the signal period

must be at least 3 min. The periods of all doppler shift data

in this experiment are not more than 15 min. Cne might hope

to get profile fluctuations Oue to gravity waves. 2orrelations

among the probe signal variation, the microbarograph array

data, and the wind records were searched for, but no definite
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correlation was found. A theorv seems to be needed to pre-

dict characteristics of gravity waves in atmospheric boun0ary

shears, and is not yet available.

In order to get a rough idea of what profile fluctua-

tions might possibly be inferred from the field data, the

long-period signal variations on Nov. 21-22, 1970 (Table

A-1.6) were analyzed, and the following types of profile

fluctuations were obtained:

1) Profile fluctuation type 6 (F 32 sec-1 1.4'

for which the maximum winO fluctuation has a peak ampli-

tude of .32 mls at 123 m.

2) Profile fluCtuation type t (F + 32 sec-1. a 2*9)#

which has the maximum wine fluctuation of .12 m/s (peak

amplitude) at 76 m.

---'he average ray height that night was 168 m.
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3-5. Short-period fluctuations

When fluctuation periods are from about .5 to 8 min.,

the turbulence scale is small compared with the signal travel

distance, and three-dimensional wind fluctuation models should

be considered. Although there has been much work in the li-

terature about wave propagation in a random medium (e.g.

Chernov 1960, Tatarski 1961), signal fluctuations in the ran-

dom medium with average shear structures do not seem to have

been studied before. In this section, amplitude variations

and phase shifts of the signal propagating in turbulent boun-

darv shears according to ray theory will be presented. To

apply the formulas, one should beware of limitations of the

theory. Scattered rays due to atmospheric inhomogeneities

may interfere with the direct ray when the propagation dis-

tance relative to inhomogeneity size scales exceeds a cer-

tain limit. After analyzing the field data of probe measure-

ments, one will see that diffraction phenomena are not ne-

gligible in this experiment. For transmissions to the 9.2 km

site, the wave parameter, which serves as the criterion divi-

ding ray and diffraction regimes (Chernov 1960, p. 74), is

found to be of the order of 10. The field data is on the

diffraction side, not far from the border of ray and diffrac-

tion regimes. However, no full-wave solution, which covers

both ray and diffraction, has yet been available for signal

propagation in a turbulent boundary layer. Therefore, the

field data of short-period fluctuations will be interpreted
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by the ray theory formulas, and possible corrections for dif-

fraction will be estimated (Section 4-1).

Details of deriving ray theory formulas are described

in Appendix 4. The shallow angle approximation is used. The

atmosphere is assiumed to have a one-dimensional effective

shear and three-dimensional wind fluctuations, whose correla-

tion function has a three-dimensional Gaussian form, i.e.

AVe (xl, YI' zl) A ve (x 2V Y2 z2)2 2x2 z{ 1 2 }
= (Ave) exp [x2 a xl --zI"Y2 ,a 12

where ax, ay and az are the correlation scales along three

coordinate axes. The results of the derivation are the

following.

The mean square phase shift is

A) a Y/c4) (AV) (2)

where ) = the angular frequency of the signal,

a = the scale along the source-receiver line,
y
i = the average sound speed,

(dy)•'"-the mean square effective wind fluctuation.

With the shallow angle approximation, phase shifts due to

effective wind fluctuations do not depend on average effective

wind profiles. The phase shift is directly proportional to

LAlt: t.L t .. n,.-' fluctuat.on an-h-' squarc r^ *f -

and is independent of az ana ax.
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The mean square fractional amplitude variation varies

with the average effective wind profile. For the linear pro-

file,
p()ve a2 / P2 2 a2

•(7 Y3 /10)/az4 + O1 Y23/15)/(az2 ax2

+ (IT½ "Y3/101 / ax4Ii (3)

which, for equal a., ay, and az, becomes

P)2 - 2 ~ ½3 (&v) 3-251Y I (4)

where a = ax = ay = az. In comparison with a plane wave

source (Chernov 1960), the mean square amplitude fluctuation

of a point source tn a linear profile is 10 times smaller.

The result of Eq. (4) is the same as for a spherical wave in

a uniform average medium (Tatarski 1961). For the parabolic

profile,

(Ap) 2 / ý2 2(Ve

• K1/az 4 + K2/(az 2 ax2 ) + K 3 /ax 4 )] (5)

The coefficient K3 ( =7'T y 3 /1O) is the same as for the linear

profile. Coefficients K1 and K2 are essentially functions

of the focusing factor for a given Y (the travel distance).

When the focusing factor becomes unity, K1 and K become the
2

corresponding coefficients of the linear profile, i.e.,

K1 - 3½ y 3/10,
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and K 7 - T½ y 3 /15, as f -0 1.
2

Fig. 3-5.1 plots the coefficients K, 2, 13 as well as the

sum of the three, K., vs. the focusing factor f.

Now the way of inferring the magnitudes and scales of

effective wind fluctuations from the field data is described.

The turbulence scale or average eddy size is given by the

integral (Taylor 1935)

L J R (s) ds, (6)

where L = the integral scale,

Z•(s) = v(r)v(r+s) /v2

= the normalized one-dimensional correlation function
of wind fluctuations,

s = the separation coordinate.

For the three-dimensional Gaussian correlation function, the

turbulence scales are

Lx = (I/2) ax (The horizontal scale perpendicular

to the source-receiver line), (7a)

L (IT /2) a (the horizontal scale along the
Y Y source-receiver line), (7b)

L= (-M'/2) a (the vertical scale). (7c)

z z

From the fielra data, one obtains:

Period of signal variation T (sec)

Fractional rms amplitude variation = 0/p

rms phase shift = (rad)
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Fig. 3-5.1 Amplitude variation coefficients vs. f
for the parabolic profile (Y = 9200 m)
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Focusinc factor = f

:-ome data gi 'es the doppler 4)T in:;tead of the phase shift

44j. 'he conversion formula is

.An appropriate parabolic profile can be chosen from

the focusing factor and the synoptic weather information.

ao estimate the horizontal turbulence scale, one assumes

that the turbulence is horizontally isotropic. in other words,

the horizontal turbulence scale along the source-receiver line,

i.e., Iy, is assumed to be equal to the horizontal turbulence

scale perpendicular to the source-receiver line, i.e., Lx*

Since short-period signal variations are mainly causee b-y the

turbulent air motion, drifting with the average wind across

the source-receiver line, the horizontal turbulence scale is

approximately the product of the period of signal variation

ane the cross wind component, i,e.,

a = ax = (2/TT-') V*av, (9)

where Vxa the magnitude of the horizontal wine componentwhr xav

perpendicular to the Eource-receiver line at the averace ray

heig.. ( H y i

Then the .-ms wind fluctuations iz

O= "/ (or-2 O a (10N

_y takingc the ratio of nhase and a-plitu(ue variations

civen by the fielr" data, one c;ets fro. , (2) an (5)
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Os/ GOP/P = (ITY Wt~

/ (K 1 /az 4 + i< 2 /(az2 ax 2 )+K3 /ax4) . (1i)

From this equation, one can determine az and ax, if the ratio

of ax/az (=ic) is :iven, i.e.,

az = i(--r1/ Y/4 6 ( A(l2a)

a= ii (12b)
ax az

where K• 1  K 2 / 2 +K 3 / M4 . (12c)

First of all, isotropic eddies (ax a y az) are assumed.

One puts 1. 1, and evaluates ax (=az) by Eqs. (12). The

ax thus obtained is supposed to be of the same order as ay,

which is determined by 21q. (9). utherwise, horizontally

isotrooic eddies (a. = ayA a ) are assumed. Cne should try
y z

various values of I', until ax is of the same order as ay.

2rom the experimental results, the values of az are found to

be either of the same order of or smaller than the values of

a., i.e., > >1 (Section 4-3). .*s i.1 inceases, the contri-

butions of 112 and '3 to X.,. decrease very fast, and that of

remains the same. ,Vhen 3, :K- almost equals •'l"
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ýHAPTSR 4. EXPERIMENLAL RESULTS

Most of the field data were received at 9.2 km to the

SE with the Daniels pipe as the noise reducing device. For

loncer travel distances, signal has been received at 11 km to

the NE and at 20 kan to the E on exploratory field trips using

wind screens, but the information about signal variabilities

is not useful because of poor signal-to-noi'e ratio. For a

travel distance of 4.5 km to the E, there is sonie good field

data obtained with only wind screens.

There is a small hill between the source and the re-

ceiver at 9.2 km to the SE as shown in Fig. 4.1. The direct

ray must have an initial elevation angle of at least .37 deg

in order to be received. Transmission experiments to the 9.2

km receiver were frequently carried out from June 29 through

Lec. 30, 1970. The field data collected during this half year

has two types of signal variation. The variations with shorter

periods of .5 to 8 min have both amplitude and doppler (or

phase) information. The variations with longer periods of

.5 to 6 hours have only amplitude information.

Section 4-1 gives examples showing how to analyze short-

period field data to infer wind fluctuations and turbulence

scales, and estimates possible errors induced by the inac-

curacy of the ray theory and analyzing methods. In order to

investigate Miffraction effects, working formulas are derivr-ý

for predicting amplitude variations and phase shifts of the

signal propagating in turbulent boundary shears with wave
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Fig. 4.1 Map of the experiment area
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W3: 3m-level wind sensor

W50: 50m-level wind sensor

R4 . 5 : receiver 4.5 km to the E (or 840)

R9 . 2 : receiver 9.2 km to the SE (or 134°)

(*m): * is the elevation above R9 . 2 in meters
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parameters of the order of 10. Sections 4-2 and 4-3 show the

characteristics of wind fluctuations and the shape of eddies

in the atmospheric boundary layer. Section 4-4 discusses

possible signal variations due to gravity waves. The most

notable long-period phenomenon of the atmospheric boundary

layer is the diurnal variation. This is presented in Section

4-5, which is also the experimental evidence for fundamental

effective wind profiles discussed in the previous chapter.

The wind speeds at 3 m- and 50 m-levels were usually

recorded when the probe was operated. The locations of the

anemometers are all near the signal source as shown in Fig.

4-1. The wind direction dad surface temperature can be es-

timated from the hourly weather reports of Bedford, Mass.,

which is about 20 km to the SE. Regular upper air soundings

are taken twice a day (0700 and 1900 EST) at Albany, N.Y.,

Nantucket, Mass. and Portland, Maine, which sometimes indicate

the air mass characteristics overhead. These weather stations

are about 180 km away from the experiment area. The wind pro-

file in the lowest 1 km layer can sometimes be obtained from

pibal soundings at Boston, Mass., which is about 40 km to the

SE.

J
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4-1. Short-period amplitude variations and doppler shifts
(or phase shifts) of the received signal and their
analysis

The phase shifts and their associated amplitude varia-

tions of the probing signal with periods of .5 to 8 min.

allow one to infer effective wind fluctuations and turbulence

scales. The effective wind, as a convenient concept for sig-

nal propagation in the atmospheric boundary layer, simplifies

the theory. However, with a single receiver as used in this

experiment, one =an not distinguish between temperature and

wind fluctuations. To the first approximation, the experi-

mental results are analyzed by assuming that signal fluctua-

tions are solely due to horizontal wind fluctuations. This

assumption is based on the following three reasons. Firstly,

the temperature fluctuation is less efficient in affecting

sound propagation than the wind fluctuation. One degree cen-

tigrade of temperature difference corresponds to only .6 m/s

of sound speed difference. Secondly, the temperature inho-

mogeneity is very efficient in producing the wind. According

to the thermal wind formula (Haurwitz 1941, p. 149), for

example, one degree centigrade of temperature difference over

one km of horizontal distance gives a vertical wind shear of

.3 sec-, i.en., 30 m/s of horizontal wind variation per 100 m

of vertical distance. Therefore, temperature fluctuations

seem to affect the signal propagation rather indirectly by

producing wind fluctuatio, 3 than directly by presenting sound

speed fluctuations. Thirdly, one will see, after analyzing
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the field data, that there is no significant difference of

the wind fluctuation magnitude between the night data and

the data collected in early stages of convective periods

(Table 4-1.1), although one would expect more temperature

fluctuations during convective periods.

Three examples of short-period signal variations, one

for each stage of equipment condition, will be presented in

this section to show how wind fluctuations and turbulence

scales are inferred from the field data. The three stages of

equipment are, as mentioned in Section 2-2, characterized by:

1) a 4 cps-bandwidth preamplifier filter and :-ecording doppler

(shifts), 2) a 1 cps-bandwidth filter and still recording dop-

pler, and 3) a 1 cps-bandwidth filter and recording phase

shifts.

The first example typical for the first stage of equip-

ment is taken from the June 30 data (Fig. 4-1.1). It was a

turbulent night as indicated by the 3 m-level wind. The re-

corder for 50 m-level wind had not been installed at that

time. There was a thunder shower later that night at about

0420 EST. The signal variations shown on Fig. 4-1.1 must

have been caused by the boundary layer turbulence before a

thunder shower. The wind was blowing from 2350, and makes an

angle of 790 with the source-receiver line. The signal source

was scheduled to be on for 14 min and off for 2 min, with a

cycle every 16 min. The broken line on the signal records

shows the on or off switching time. one can easily read the
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Fig. 4-1.1 An example of field data
on June 30, 1970

Time 0215 EST 0300 0336
! I

Ab Amplitude received
.04-, f --;i '

.03 I

.021-_. _ I- , * ..
.0 -I.,: :, _1

Frequency received

*AC level of receiver4
,a4b
.04 ' I .

S.02 .. ,- -- - • - - -- - ..... t. . .
.o,._____/ ___ i-_1___ !__ '_i _, .. _ t . ' .. t... - .-

rrVs 3 rn-level wind

incr-•• ' • ' •-4-

. , I_ + " -..- .-- -,- --I -H .- ... .

-'t z . '---- . . ..

0-
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signal-to-noise ratio by comparing AC levels of on- and

off-periods. The average signal-to-noise ratio is about 2,

which is enough for reliable doppler shifts. The average

period, amplitude variation and phase shift are:

S= 52 sec, (the period of variation)

Tp = .147, (the rms fractional amplitude variation)

.312 rad. (the rms phase shift)

The parabolic wind profile appropriate for that night has the

parameters:

zm = 300 m, (the shear vanishing height)

Vm = 2.25 m/s, (the effective wind component at zm)

H = 201 m, (the signal penetrating height)

Vxav = 9.3 m/s (the cross wind component at the
average ray height)

K= 1.93 x 10IL m3. (the coefficient of amplitude
variation)

Therefore the wind fluctuation and turbulence scales are

= .138 m/s (the rms wind fluctuation)

Lx = 941 m, (the horizontal turbulence scale perpen-
dicular to the source-receiver line)

L = 95 m. (the vertical turbulence scale)
z

(Wind is from 2350.)

The second example typical for the second stage of equip-

ment is taken from the Nov. 23 data (Fig. 4-1.2). It is also

an example of convective data. Although a passing cold weather

front obscured some of the regular convective phenomena, the

strong signal amplitude between 0912 and 0934 EST remains to

be the familiar feature associated with an elevated shear of
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Fig. 4-1.2 An example of field data
on Nov. 23, 1970

Time 0900 EST 0930 0945I I
m/s 50 m-level wind

10-

__> -

Sicqnal amplitude

.03-

.02- - - - --....---- --

.01

.05%&-.05.
OP r.7

incr,freq. " , ,...'..

AC level of receivbr

.04-

.02-

3 m-level wind .

0- 0 ,
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the early convective period (Section 4-5). The doppler shifts

are reliable, because the variations of amplitude, frequency

and AC level are all well correlated and the average signal-

to-noise ratio is about 3, which is greater than the minimum

requirement of 1. The average period, amplitude variation

and phase shift are:

= 43 sec.

/ p= .050,

.115 rad.

The appropriate parabolic profile has the parameters:

zm = 360 m,

Vm = 4.50 m/s,

H = 275 m,
V = 3.55 m/s,

Ks 1.17 x10 m3.

Therefore the wiAd fluctuation and turbulence scales are:

= .096 nvs,

Lx = 198 m,

L = 154 m.

(Wind is from 2500.)

The third example typical for the third stage of equip-

ment is taken from the Dec. 14 data (Fig. 4-1.3). Doppler

shifts were integrated and recorded directly as phase shifts.

The phase shifts are reliable, because signal-to-noise ratios

are greater than 1. This example shows large signal variations

but very little low-level wind fluctuations of comparable
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Time 0415 EST 0500 0515
ft I

m/s 50 m-level wind

0 -

Si nal amplitude

.05 - , - j I I

04 -
---- -- i - -

.03- I

.01-S

Sina amltda

0--

Phase shift

3.14 ra] A

... ..! I ..... 4 '. .. .< ', t----' -• -- 1-, ' . , .-.~L ,T.. ... -

phase, I 0' ' ' '

.0- aAC level of receiver

.06------

.042L4

0 -I} "-,-

0

0 h s s~rhif :- ' r- :-t -

1T/s 3 m level wind __

,I ,I : - - !i .-! -'-I

"., ion Dec. 14, 1970

-

- I. 
AI
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periods. The signal variations seem to be associated with

an elevated shear in the winter. No significant temperature

inversion in the lowest 1 km-layer is indicated by the 0700

EST upper air soundings. The average period, amplitude varia-

tion and phase shift are:

72 sec,

TPI = .223,

= .540 rad.

The suitable parabolic profile has the parameters:

z = 375 m,

Vm 5.75 m/s,

H = 300 m,

V = 2.0 m/s,

K= 1.777 x 10I m.

Therefore the wind fluctuation and turbulence scales are:

= .463 m/s

Lx = 140 m,

Lz = 156 m.

(Wind is from 300'.)

Finally the average periods, wind fluctuations, and

turbulence scales derived from all available field data are

summarized in Table 4-1.1. The details are listed in Ap-

pendix 1.

The average vertical turbulence scale is 99 m (Table

4-1.1). A test of the relative importance of diffraction

phenomena is the wave parameter, which is defined as the ratio
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raable 4-1.1 3urnmary of periods, magnitudes, and scales of
horizontal wind fluctuations

riime Period i.Iaanitude Jcale
Date

of the TV Lx Lz

(1970) day (sec) (m/s) (M) (M)

5/8 Night 18e

6/30 iight 61 .135 982 89

F/15 Night 11 .143 830 53

8/16- I ight 35 .047 402 64
17 Conv. 29 .107 236 78

11/21- Iight 49 .128 219 122
22 2onv. 49 .057 20e 106

1.icjht 455 .229 1364 97

11/23 2onv. 43 .090 204 153

12/14 1; ight 99
lonv. 112

12/19 :Nir5 ht 104 .181 5E1 126
.onv. 105 .191 540 104

L\iaht 13F .144 730 92
2onv. CEF .111 297 110

Averaae
Total 11 .131 557 99.2

+.055 +28

R "emarks:

a) The travel distance is 4500 m for 4:,ay F, 1970 data,
ane is 9200 m for the remainincr data.

":9) "onv." for the time of the day refers to early stacues
of the Oaily convective perioe (appro~ximately from 1
hr after sunrise until 2-4 hrs before noon).

c) hecause of special circumstances, the "ata of i.ay S
ane, Decemb•er 14, 1970 6oes not cive meanincful results
about wine fluctuations and turbulence scales (Lables

:•iianO •i.)
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of the cross-sectional area of the first Fresnel zone to the

area scale of inhomogeneities, i.e.,

D 2 X / (7Ta z)

X Xy / (2 Lz 2).

The wave parameter for transmissions to the 9.2 km is found

to be 12. Therefore, the diffraction phenomena are not ne-

gligible. une should investigate how much the scattered rays

have interfered with the direct ray.

To estimate the effect of diffraction phenomena on

signal fluctuations in the boundary turbulence, one can modify

the formulas of intermediate values of the wave parameter which

have been derived for a plane wave (cbuchow 1953, p. 167;

2hernov 1960, p. 23) as

(/4,)2 = E + 1 + (tan- 1 D) / D) (la)

p)2 ;2 E E 1 (tan- 1 ) /r D (lb)

where

E = 77)7r½ a y 4) Y / (2 *4),

and the correlation scales perpendicular to the source-re-

ceiver line, a. and ax, are here assumed to be equal. In the

limit of ray approximation, i.e., for small wave parameters,

Eqs. (I) and (2) approach Eqs. (2) an6 (3) in Section 3-5 res-

pectively except for a factor in the formulas of amplitude

variations, which varies with the average effective shear.

Thus, in the ray theory, one has
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= 2E (2a)

S(KD)2 3, (2b)

where D is the wave parameter defined above, and K the factor

determined by average shear structures. For the plane wave,

For the point source in a linear effective wind profile,

K=1 / (10).

For the point source in a parabolic effective wind profile,

K = (3I( / (8 7r Y3 ½

where the coefficient Ks for Y = 9200 m can be read from Fig.

3-5.1. From Eqs (1) and (2), one can have generalized for-

mulas of intermediate values of the wave parameter for signal

propagation in the turbulent boundary layer as

2 E ( 1 + (tan- 1 D) / E (3a)

( )2 / 2 E f 1 - (tan- 1 (Er)/ (KD) J. (3b)

These formulas should allow one to infer more nearly correct

values of wind fluctuations and turbulence scales. From Eq.

(3a), it was found that the wind fluctuation has been underes-

timated by using the ray theory. The correction factor is

•"•v ={2 /[ 1 + (tan-I D/D)J}

= 1.33

4
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"Therefore the wincl fluctuation is ,ossiblv un'ereSti'natecQ with

the ray theory Av almnost 33%. .L -more nearly accurate evalua-

tion of turbulence scales calls for solving the equation, fro-i

(3),

03 A") tan-I1 + tan-,

where

= 0 2 2 /P2 (c:iven by fiele data),
/ p/P

anc ., is given ity the averac~e "oounedary shear model, The ac-

curacy of inferrinc- turbulence scales by the ray theory de-

pends on R., which rances from 1.1 to 15.2, averacina at 5.3

(Tables A-ll to -l.9), The correction factor for 6iffrac-

tion is found to be

3Lz = .34, for 3- = 1.1,

Lz= .9E, for a,. 5.3,

an Lz = 1.06, for RS = 15.2.

Therefore the error of inferrinc turbulence scales by the ray

theory is qenerall%, within 5'- cxcept for values of = very

close to unity, when the vertical t.lrbulence scale may be

overestimated by 70".

The results of data analysis can have error3 (lue to the

inaccuracy of V (averace horizontal wine: component ner-
xav,

pendicular to the source-receiver line), the error of which

is estimated to be within about 30%. 'Therefore, the errors

of inferred wind fluctuations ane horizontal turbulence scales

are estimated to be within 15 ; and 30 resoectively. --he error

of inferred vertical turbulence scales causerd by the ina'ý-
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curacy of f (the focusing factor) is esti-nateC to be within

about 20 .
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4-2. The inferred horizontal wind fluctuations

The wind fluctuations inferred from the probe data ap-

proximately represent the horizontal wind fluctuations at the

average ray heights, which, in this experiment, range from

141 m to 258 m, averaging at 192 m (Table A-1.10). All the

field data were collected with strong boundary shears. Unless

the shear is elevated, the fluctuation of the 50 m-level wind

is usually a good indicator of the boundary turbulence. The

Nov. 21-22, 1970 data is a typical example (Fig. 4-2.1). The

night started with a very turbulent boundary layer as indicat-

ed by the wind record. It became generally quieter later on,

except a few brief periods with strong turbulence (e.g.,
0420-0510 EST). The average ray height that night was esti-

mated to be 168 m. The inferred rms wind fluctuations (Gv)

vs. the rms wind fluctuations monitored at 50 m (Oov50) are

listed in Tables A-1.11 and A-l.12 (Appendix 1) and plotted

in Fig. 4-2.2. The data spreads over a wide range. Gv5O is

about 1 to 14 times Crv. If a linear proportionality exists

between Cv50 and 0V, the 50 m-level wind fluctuation is

roughly 3 times the inferred wind fluctuation as indicated by

the eye-drawn average slope in Fig. 4-2.2. Despite the wide

spread of slopes, the inferred wind fluctuation at 168 m is

clearly smaller than the wine monitored at 50 m.

The fact that the wind fluctuations at upper levels are

smaller than those at lower levels in the boundary layer has

been demonstrated by direct measurements with aircraft (Bunker
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Fig. 4-2.2 rms fluctuations of inferred wind
vs. 50 m-level wind on Nov. 21-22,
1970

0 : short-period data (Table A-1.11)
a: long-period data (Table A-1. 12)

Gr~v
(m/s)

. Wind fluctuations 0
4- inferred from

propagation
fluctuations

.3

.2- 0

A 0 0

0

.1 0
.0 0 000 

00

00 0

0 .5 1.0 (m/s)
50 m-level wind fluctuations Cv50
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1955, Lettau and Davidson 1957), and with anemometers mounted

on high towers (Bysova et al 1965). The aircraft measurements

were mostly con6ucted during periods of strong convection.

The horiz .tal wind fluctuations detected with aircraft over

the North Atlantic Ocean and over the O'Neill, Neb. plains

all roughly -how that the fluctueation at 168 m is smaller than

that at 50 m by a fa,.tor of about 2. The Obninsk 300-m tower

data includeb a stable case which also indicates that the 50

m-flu,,,u,.ion is qreater than the 168 m-fluctuation by a

factc-. n.' about 2. Tn comparison with the aircraft and tower

measurements, the inferred winfý fluctuations at 168 m on Nov.

?1-22, 1970 seem to be slightly smaller but of the same order.

The rms wind fluctuation averaged over all the available

data (Table 4-1.1) is .13 + .06 m/s. This represents the hori-

zontal wind fluctuation at about 192 m, which is the average

Hay as listed in Table A-1.10. In comparison with the obnink

tower data, the wind fluctuation inferred from propagation

fluctuations is also slightly smaller but of the same order.

The Obninsk data (Byzova et al 1965, p. 79) gi% s the ratio of

Gý/V300 at 192 m as about .03 + .006. The average wind at

300 M (V3 0 0 ) for this experiment is estimated to be about 10

m/s. Therefore the rms wind fluctation at 192 m should be

.30 + .06 m/s. Even if one corrects for the possible underes-

timation by the ray theory (Section 4-1), the inferred wind

fluctuation is still smaller than the wind fluctuation measured

with meteorological towers. The reason for a smaller wind
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fluctuation inferred from propagation fluctuations seems to
be that the probing signal mainly propagates near the shear
vanishing height. The wind near shear vanishing heights is
expected to fluctuate less than at lower levels.
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4-3. .'he inferred eedy sizes

The inferrea turbulence has horizontal scales of 204 m

to 13C% m, which are dictate, by characteristics of the re-

cording system. '.he inferred vertical turbulence scales rance

from 53 m to 153 m with an average of 99 + 28 m. Therefore,

the eddies seem to be mostly eloncgated in the horizontal

direction. The ratios of horizontal to vertical scales (LX/

=.) are plotted vs. horizontal scales (Lx) in Fi 9 . 4-3.1. The

isotroDic eddies have scales of about 100 m. As the horizontal

scale becomes greater, the eddy becomes more and more elong-ated

horizontall,.

In the literature, the only report about turbulence

scales, which can be compared with the results of this ex-

periment, was given by Lumley and Panofsky (1964, p. 196).

The-. analyzed the data, which Singer obtained at .rookhaven,

ane concluded that, in the stable air, large eddies are about

4 times as lon9 (2000 m) as they are high (500 rm), and small

eddies are more nearly isotropic. They eid not mention how

small their isotropic eddies are. Lowever, their results

agree with those of this experiment on the general trend that

small e6dies are more nearly isotropic. The eddies in the

boundar: shear layer as inferred by the probe become aniso-

tropic at smaller scales than what 3inger observed at jrook-

haven. Jith the same ratio (L X/Lz) of 4, for example, the

ee&'dies of this experiment have horizontal scales of about

42C m instead of 2000 m as reported by ,umley and i'anofsk:.
SReproduced from
best available copy.
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In oti(e-r wore's tho ec'Oie,ý in Wo botinCar-' shear la:zo Tie~

t~o be :-~o-c cloncat-c' horýizontally. '-. he sha-C o": the, cec'ios

inferrr.c :') thin oro">e mcasurp-neri-7 seerr-s t'nzive :.ween mor'i-

~iio :J h onarv shear in suach a wuay that the%.- a-..c more

slonc-atee horizont~all% tChan t~hose o::'servei? 1)-- eirect _measure-

m1ents. lanorý:~'r' *--in<:'er (1C)ad il: ano-Fs!,z'- (1970),

uzinc Cata from, variour; locations, calculateof the phase lac.'

: -i~c. ~ wjw uctuat-ions at eiiFferent heic~hts. '.he uoser

-erions o' --he eC~dics were f:oune to be dowynwinif ofP the lower

Dortions, aned had slopes w~hich are of' order unity', "becoming

-lore nearl,; vertical with height. '.he phase lag of wine.

fluctuations coulO contribute to the flattenincf of eedies.

'.he 6ecrease of phase la(c with haic-hit seems to impl-'t that the

winO shear elecreanes with heichbt in the 1bouneary layer.

It is also interesting to investicate t-he relations

amonc. the vertical turbulence scale,4 the averaz:e ray~ heiffht,

anC the lboundary shear thickness Czr)* Fi(: 4-3.2 olots the

ave~ra' e ray, hei,-:ht. (:ia vs. the vertical scale (L,)'. t 'he

ratio of c~,/ av is foun'1 to be .57 + .22. jimilarl," one .-et--

the ratio of zzzto be .29 + .13. In other wores the ver-

tical scale o-f the aedies is rouohly 57-1 of the average ray

heir-ht and 29-4 of the :oounearv? shear thicktness.
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Fig. 4-3.2 Hay vs. L
z
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4-4. About detecting gravity waves

During the probe measurements over the 9.2 km travel

distance from June 29 through Dec. 30, 1970, a microbarograph

array was continuously monitoring the gravity wave pressure

in the experiment area. The microbarograph records were com-

pared with the probe signal records. No significant correla-

tion among them was found. According to a simple gravity

wave theory (Madden and Claerbout 1968), a few gravity waves

recorded by the microbarographs should have caused detectable

doppler shifts of the received signal, but no corresponding

signal frequency variations were obtained. The actual reason

for this is still not clear. The doppler shifts due to gravity

waves could have been obscured by stronger doppler shifts with

shorter periods due to the boundary layer turbulence. Later

in the experiment, more electronic filtering was introduced

to the receiving system in order to show long-period signal

variations more clearly. Also the doppler shifts were inte-

grated through a high-pass filter to give signal phase shifts.

But, unfortunately, the signal transmitter was still under

the constant-frequency control mode. The phase of the signal

source was not steady enough over long periods. This might

be another reason for not having detected gravity wave winds.

Besides these, from the 50 m-level wind records, which did

not clearly show the perturbing winds of gravity waves, it

seems that a detailed theory of gravity waves propagating in

the turbulent boundary layer is needed in order to predict
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correct signal doppler shifts.

The signal transmitter has now been put under the con-

stant-phase control mode. This mode should give a probing

signal with steadier phase over long periods. Three more

signal receivers are being assembled. The probe will soon

have an array of receivers. These improvements of the equip-

ment should greatly increase the chance of detecting gravity

waves.
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4-5. tiurnal variations of the atmospheric boundary layer

The prolonged operation of the probe with the receiver

located at the 9.2 km site has shown diurnal variations of

the atmospheric boundary layer. Various effective wind pro-

files are indicated by the diurnal variation of average signal

amplitudes. Usually no signal is received from noon to sunset.

The receiver starts getting the signal around sunset, and

usually continues to have signal until 2-4 hours before noon

of the next day. The strongest signals of the day often ap-

pear both at the beginning and at the end of the receiving

period. Fig. 4-5.1 is a typical example which shows diurnal

variations of the signal amplitude, the wind speeds at 3 m-

and 50 m-levels, and the surface temperature. The example

includes two signal receiving periods on Aug. 15-17, 1970.

Four effective wind profiles at 0700 and 1900 EST each day

were obtained by taking averages of the regular upper air

soundings at Albany, N. Y., Nantucket Mass., and Portland,

Maine. They indicate that the night of Aug. 16-17 certainly

had a stronger effective boundary shear than the night before,

and that the shear vanishing height varies from 200 m to 500

m on those days. Also shown in Fig. 4-5.1, are two effective

wind profiles from Boston pibal soundings taken at 1 am EST

each day. The following is a qualitative discussion about

the typical effective wind profiles for different times of

the day.

In the period from noon to sunset, when no signal is
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Fig. 4-5.1 An example of cdiurnal variations
of the atmospheric boun0arv laver
on Lu;. 15-17, 1970
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0 I II
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dine at 3El I1
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36 I I II
I I !

I ! I
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received, the effective shear is negative because of the

strong temperature lapse rate.

At night, the effective wind profile is possibly para-

bolic or logarithmic when the focusing factor is small, pre-

sumably less than .5, and the signal penetrates up to where

the shear almost vanishes or becomes very small. When the

focusing factor is large, presumably greater than .5, the

signal penetrates only the lower part of the boundary shear,

and the effective wind profile is possibly linear or even

has a positive curvature.

The effective wind profile, which is responsible for

the strong signals at both ends of receiving period, is

possibly an elevated shear. As shown in Fig. 4-5.1, the

strong signal in the early evening accompanies the maximum

rate of decrease of the surface temperature. On the other

hand, the strong signal before noon accompanies the maximum

rate of increase of the surface temperature. In the early

evening, the wind records show large shears in the lowest

50 m-layer. But because of the residual temperature lapse

rate from the daytime surface heating, the effective shear

at low levels is reduced, so that a positive curvature may

exist. Before noon, a large temperature lapse rate at low

levels is formed due to the ground heating, and the wind re-

cords often indicate almost no shear in the lowest 50 m-layer.

as a result, the effective profile before noon is likely

elevated shear type b or c, which has a zero or negative

_______I,



surface shear (Fig. 3-3.4).

Diurnal variations of the signal amplitude are less

obvious in winter than summer. Also weatlier disturbances can

obscure diurnal variations. A sxu•,;Aey of the 9.2 km signal

transmissions is shown in Fig. 4-5.2, where the focusing

factors have not been corrected for the relaxation damping,

and are smal]er than the actual focusing factors by about 7%

in summer and 30A in winter (Section 3-1). All the actual

focusing factors are smaller than unity except that in the

early evening of June 12, 1970. Sunset, sunrise and noon

appear to be the natural dividing times between periods of

different transmission levels. The annual probability of

signal transmission to the 9.2 km site is about 63% at night,

64% before noon, and 27% in the afternoon.
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Fig. 4-5.2 signal amplitudes receivec! a: 9.2 km to the SEof the source
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HA-• ER 5. Ciý LUSIGC3I , .RE 2C1. JSAN'I•IUS, d:i U.2AIt.•i'JJ

The infra-sonic wave probe has demonstrated its capa-

bilitv of measuring wind fluctuations and turbulence scales

in the atmospheric boundary layer. The results are generally

consistent with those of meteorological tower measurements

and aircraft measurements. The inferred wind fluctuations

averaged over the entire ray path are mostly smaller than

the wind fluctuations monitored at 50 m-level. "his see-ms

to indicate that turbulence is stronger at 50 m-level than

at the average sicinal propagating. height, which it. estimated

to be about 140 m to 260 m from average signal amplitudes

and synoptic meteorological information. The bounlary layer

eddies inferred from the probe data seem to be more elongated

in horizontal directions than the eddies reported from tower

measurements. The ratio of horizontal to vertical turbulence

scales ranaes from about 1/1 to lF/l for horizontal turbu-

lence scales of about 200 rn to 1400 m. The vertical turbu-

lence scale is 99 ± 28 m, which is roughly 571 of the average

ray height ane 30-1 of the boundary shear thickness.

Diurnal variation3 of temperature and wind structures

in the atmospheric boundary layer have been indicated by

averacfe si-::nal ampliutcles received at a location 9200 -.1 to

the ; of the signnal source. Aix fundamental effective winO

profiles are used to predict ray trajectories ane focusing

factors of the probino sig;nal at different times of the da'.

shear vanishinj hei( ht at about 200 m to . 00 m seomi to be
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often suggested by the nighttime probe data and pertinent

meteorological information. Elevated effective wind shears

are believed to be responsible for strong signal amplitudes,

which are frequently observed at both ends of the daily signal

receiving period, i.e., in the early evening as well as at

about 4 to 6 hours after sunrise.

An array of receivers is recommended to increase the

accuracy of probe measurements. Ey continuously measuring

average sicgnal amplitudes with several receivers located at

var.ous distances from the signal source, one could investi-

gate time variations of effective wind profiles in detail.

3y measuring signal amplitude variations and phase shifts as

functions of the travel distance with multi-receivers, one

could test anO improve theories of signal propagation in a

random medium. By studying spatial correlations of signal

amplitude variations and phase shifts, the structure of atmos-

pheric turbulence and its effects on wave propagation could

be better understood.

The probe seems to be ready to detect the wind fluc-

tuations due to gravity waves. With an array of receivers

deployed at different azimuthal angles with respect to the

signal source, the chance of receivino clear signal fluctua-

tions due to cravity wave winds would be greatly increased.

The orobe could be used in air pollution meteorology.

The horizontal wind fluctuation and vertical turbulence szale

measured by the probe could help predict the horizontal dis-
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persion and vertical mixing of pollutants in che atmospheric

boundary layer. The shear vanishing heighto wbich is indi-

cated by average signal. amplitudes over periods of hours,

seems to be associated with weakly turbulent flows, and,

theýrefore, could be important to certain air pollution prob-

lems (Slade 1969).
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Appendix 1. The probe data

This appeneix is a collection of tables listing

all available field data and results of analysis. Examples

showing how to analyze field data are given in Section 4-1,

where the accuracy of these experimental results is also

eiscussed.

I•
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Table i-1.1 Probe eata (P&ay E, 1973, ' = 4.5 km)

Feri0O sia. var. dine, :icale

fluc. hori. Vert.
17ime %•O -

4' Lx z

(EST) (sec) (rad) (m/s) (M) (m)

1705 153 .089 .195

1706 160 .026 .200

1708 250 .053 .425

Night 188 .05E .273
aver.

*.*The averace signal amplitude has a focusing factor of 1.67.

A positive curvature profile with zero surface shear ane an

effective wind of 7.3 m/s at the 300 m-level (Section 3-3),

for example, could predict a caustic at the receiver. however,

the simple ray theory can not determine the exact value of

average signal amplitude near the caustic. The average wind

seems to have blown along the source-receiver line in that

evening. The cross wind component (Vxav) was, therefore

zero. Then, according to the model of frozen turbulence

driftina with the average wind (Section 3-5), the signal

fluctuations were mainly caused by the turbulence near the

source as well as near the receiver. :ecause of these

special circumstances, the field data was not analyzed for

average horiz6ntal wind fluctuations and turbulence scales.
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1able ,.-1.2 Erobe data (June 30, 1970)

EPeriod Sig. var. vinO Scale

fluc. nori. Vert.

T/v Lx Lz
x I

(5ý-) (sec) (rad) (m/s) (M) (M)

0136 41 .074 .207 .102 1058 101

0142 56 .156 .276 .117 889 eo

0212 45 .074 .188 .082 1023 96

0226 56 .156 .420 .178 1070 99

0257 57 .200 .344 .144 878 79

0315 56 .156 .319 .135 947 86

0333 46 .151 .289 .134 901 64

0510 97 .16Ci .353 .113 1030 87

0514 96 .292 .652 .210 1058 90

1_!iaht 6 .158 .339 .135 982 P9
aver.

I- .. "• .• • i '
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"Table t---1.3 Probe data (Aug. 15, 1970)

Period Sig. var. aind Scale

fluc. Hori. Vert.
Time P vx

(EST) (sec) (rad) (m/s) (M) (m)

1916 131 .537 .695 .223 915 43

1928 95 .108 .156 .058 E94 43

1943 107 .167 .416 .148 e77 66

Night i11 .271 .422 .143 M30 53
aver.
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'able A-1.4 Irobe eata (.,iug. 16-17, 1970)

ieriod sin. var. inS Scale

fluc. riori. Vert.rime /
SL rL

vx z

S(sec) (rad) (m/s) (M) (M)

2030 41 .131 .12C .062 392 (1

204C 39 OE-2 .099 .051 433 GE

0047 32 .044 .057 .031 436 70

0332 30 .074 .0E2 .036 354 57

0419 32 .094 .099 .056 399 64

1042 2r .163 .138 .104 206 6(

1053 32 .106 .163 .110 2E7 90

.:ic. ht 35 .085 .089 .047 402 C4
aver.

2onv. 29 .134 .150 .107 23E 7e
aver.
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ý'able 11-1.5 Short-period probe data (Nov. 21-22,1970)

Period Sig. var. Wind Scale

Time Op/p fluc. Hori. Vert.

(EST) (sec) (red)_ (Vs) (M) (M)

2155 69 .319 .695 .416 291 147

2300 50 .144 .289 .204 235 142

2324 50 .138 .195 .136 219 119

2351 45 .181 .225 .167 200 112

0021 56 .151 .262 .174 244 131

0034 50 .099 .138 .097 21P 118

0232 38 .050 .089 .071 196 133

0320 56 .082 .138 .092 243 129

0351 45 .082 .119 .089 207 120

0430 50 .069 .082 .057 211 10O

0610 45 .044 .074 .055 213 129

0633 41 .050 .057 .044 186 106

0740 45 .074 .062 .046 186 91

0808 60 .082 .106 .067 242 113

0924 38 .057 .057 .046 173 99

Night 49 .114 .186 .128 219 122
aver.

Conyv. 49 .070 .082 .057 208 106
aver.
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'able A-1.6 Long-period probe data (Nov. 21-22,1970)

PerPoO Sig. var. Wind Scale

2ime fluc. Hori. Vert.
rj~v- 0$

_ _ L x LZ
(S) (sec) (rad) ... (m/s) (M) (M)

2330 338 .41 1.34 .41 1014 106

0015 390 .28 .90 .26 1170 105

0215 360 .21 .58 .17 1080 97

10230 255 .14 .33 .12 765 91

0440 375 .28 .76 .22 1125 96

0530 300 .20 .52 .17 900 95

0615 720 .67 .97 .20 2160 71

0740 900 .41 1.52 .28 2700 113

Night 455 .325 .865 .23 1364 97
aver.
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Table A-1.7 Probe data (Nov. 23, 1970)

Period Sig. var. Wine. Scale

Time (rp/p G fluc. Hori. Vert.

a-v Lx LZ

(EST) (sec) (rad) (m/s) (m) (m)

0916 41 .044 .099 .080 200 152

0920 35 .044 .082 .071 178 137

0924 45 .069 .16e .129 212 159

0928 38 .050 .089 .074 181 136

0931 56 .044 .138 .096 248 179

Conv. 43 .050 .115 .090 204 153
aver.

I_



Table i•-l.e Probe data (Dec. 14, 1970)

Period Sic. var. dind Scale

fluc. Lori. Vert.

4v Lx Lz
___ ___ __TV__ x z

I____ (sec) (rae) (mn/s) I(m) (m)

0413 180 .370 1.57 .E05 360 233

0424 100 .iE .4E2 .331 200 121

0449 41 .23F .714 .7C6 97 19E

0510 75 .244 .425 .337 150 150

0E52 112 .138 .539 .34F, 224 224

:iaht 99 .260 .798 .560 202 190
aver.

fonv. 112 .138 .539 .348 224 224
aver.

_he traces of sicnal records in that night looked very smooth

(i.e., with little high frequency wiggles), despite large

fluctuations with periods of a few minutes (Fig. 4-1.3).

1ccordina to wind records, there were very little wind shears

an6 win6 fluctuations in the lowest 50 m-layer. Therefore,

the signal variations could have been caused by wind and

temperature fluctuations associated with an elevated effec-

tive wind shear, for which the ray theory may not be good

enouah to predict amplitude variations. ýesides, no re-

liable average cross winO component (V xav) can be computed

from any available weather information, The adopted model

with a Va of 2.0 mi/s (Table A-1.10) is rather arbitrary.
Xrav

2onseauentlv, the analysis is only tentative anO the results
-may not be meaningful.

\j
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Table A-1.9 Probe data (Dec. 19, 1970)

Period Sig. var. 4ind Scale

fluc. Hori. Vert.

(EST) (sec) (rad) (m/s) (M) (M)

0555 225 .363 .5Ev .168 1153 80

0721 75 .0E2 .326 .161 454 131

0747 90 .062 .395 .179 570 166

0025 56 .0S2 .294 .168 316 136

0922 75 .144 .457 .227 413 117

0947 150 .464 .52F .164 769 EC

1019 100 .126 .502 .214 513 126

1112 90 .12E .393 .177 462 ill

1147 90 .195 .470 .213 462 97

1225 90 .131 .432 .195 462 114

1324 112 .126 .393 .160 574 ill

aight 104 .147 .412 .181 581 126
aver.

Conv. 105 .195 .453 .191 540 104
aver.
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Table A-1.10 Lhe parabolic profiles used for the data
analysis in tables A-1.2 through A-1.9
(Y = 9.2 krp)

r'ate f fa z V H i Vam m av xav 1-0

(1970) (i) (m/s) (i) (W) (m/s) (deg)

6/30 .40 .45 300 2.2 201 141 9.3 235

8/15 .36 .39 290 2.7 215 14e E.8 240

8/1(;- .40 .43 372 3.7 257 178 9.2 232
17

F/17 .41 .44 487 6.2 331 231 6.4 260I 11i/2 1-
22 .25 .33 300 3.7 231 168 3.0 270

11/23 .29 .35 360 4.5 275 194 3.6 250

12/14 .22 .30 375 5.8 300 214 2ý0 300

12/19 .34 .50 600 7.6 372 258 5.1 234

Remarks:
f = the apparent focusing factor inferred from the
a =received signal amplitude.

f = the focusing factor estimate6 by correcting f a for
the dissipations due to relaxation and turbulence
scattering (Section 3-1).

zm = the shear vanishing height.
Vm = the maximum wind component.

H = the penetrating height.
;av = the average ray height.

Vxav = the cross wind component at Hay.
= the prevailing wind direction.
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Table A-1.11 Short-period wind fluctuations
(November 21-22, 1970)

Time Period Wind flue.
at 21 TV 6'v50

(EST) (sec) (m/s) (m/s)

2155 69 .42 1.24

2300 50 .20 .76

2324 50 .14 .80

2351 45 .17 .87

0021 56 .17 .74

0034 50 .10 .78

0232 38 .07 .41

0320 56 .09 .37

0351 45 .09 .35

0430 50 .06 .78

0610 45 .06 .39

0633 41 .04 .37

0740 45 .05 .32

0M08 60 .07 .37

0924 38 .05 .71

Remarkas

The probe data are the same as
listed in T'able A-1.5.

00 = the rms win.3 fluctuation inferred
from the probe data.

ev50 = the rms wind fluctuation monitored
at 50 m.
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Table A-1.12 Long-period wind fluctuations
(Nov. 21-22, 1970)

Time Period Wind fluc.

at z_____G'tr5_

(EST) (sec) (m/s) (m/s)

2330 338 .41 .62

0015 390 .26 .32

0215 360 .17 .60

0230 255 .12 .33

0440 375 .22 .57

0530 300 .17 .32

0615 720 .20 .66

0740 900 .28 .39

Remarks:

Lv = the rms wind fluctuation inferred
from the probe data of ?able A-1.6.

'v50 = the rms wind fluctuation monitored at
50 m.
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,appendix 2. Ray characteristics of fundamental effective
wind profiles

THE. NEGATIVE SHEAR PROFILE

For the negative shear profile,

V = - Sz, (1)e

the ray angle is

S= ( o 2 + 2 sZ/C (2)
0 0

which does not vanish at any height. Therefore the ray will

never bend back to the Earth's surface in the negative shear

profile.

THE PARABOLIC PRCFILE

For the parabolic profile,

Ve =S 0o 1 - z/(2z) 1 = (2V. z/zi) ( 1 - z/(2z.)1,(3)

the ray angle vanishes at the penetrating height H, which is

determined by

2

0o -(2 S H/o) [ 1 - H /(2 zm) ] 0, (4)

whence

where S z /Co = (2 V/C is the maximum value of

C( for the signal to bend back to the Earth's surface.

The first half trajectory (from the source to the

turning point) is
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= Zn/oz f2z (u 1 ] /~) 2½S=f [dy/ 2 2 V/ Co)0 ~e 0

- -Zm(,n{C ( ( l .2) J (7)

z 2

and the second half trajectory (from the turning point to tc e

landing point) is

--- ~ in , mm m-

The travel distance is

H= f•z(o "2 ye/o))

= (Zm/+m) in U(1 (7fo))/(l - o/"m)

= (2Zm/O~m) tanh -1 (O(Go/ (•). (9)

The average ray height is
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Hay/= (2/) lzdz/( 0( - 2 Ve/CO)

=1z i( (C o/0m)/ tanh -1 (o ) (10)
m0

Since the derivative p

-y= (2 C0/S ) ( 2j

the focusing factor is

or /dm) 2( 2 0Y/)Ic0 +)lm)½ )-½/

l%'l~f oth[ý__-•_ ta,,,lml , ,•1] J
=2"zm , [ 2zmJ tZuml

which is a function of either ( 0(o/ 0m)

or 0(mY /(2z m) = [Y/(2Co0)") ]V m / zm.

With given Y and Co, the f - contours on the log Vm vs. log

zm diagram are straight lines (Fig. 3-3.2).

The ray heights as fractions of zm are functions of

0(o/•m) and, hence, are also functions of the focusing

factor f (Fig. 3-3.3).

THE LOGARITHMIC PROFILE

For the logarithmic profile

V e in (z /z), (12)
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the ray angle can be normalized

as =½G(13)a G=G -2in (z/z)] (13)0 0

where G 0/14 ,

G 0½/0

and 0 =(2 V/CO)

The penetrating height is

H z exp (Go2 ). (14)

The trajectory from the source to the turning point is

y = (1/oL) (dz/G)

f~o
-(-2z0/d)xpG 2) exp (G G2)dG-

G
0

= [(17½ zo/) exp (G 2 )J0erf (GO) - erf (G)] , (15)

where erf (G) = exp (- u2) du.

The trajectory from the turning point to the landing point

is similarly obtained as

½ 2y = z((½ ZV/4) exp (G )J (erf (GO) + erf (G)]. (16)
0/ 0 0

The travel distance is

½ 2
Y = (2 7T zl0•/q) exp (G ) erf (G ). (17)

The average ray height is
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Ha z exp (G) erf (2½ G0 ) /[ 2½ erf (Go)j (18)

Since the derivative

Z (4 z 0 G exp (G0
2 ) erf (G0 ))

the focusing factor is

½ ~2½
f =iT•½ exp (G )erf (G°) (19)

2 Go[ 1 +.½ G exp (G0
2 ) erf (G0 )]J

In a typical case, V 2 m/s, C *-331 m/s. Then the
0

normalizing angle

ol = .11 rad.

With an initial ray angle o .15 rad, which is normalized

as Go= 1.4, the error function

erf (G ) -- ) 1

(the error being less than 5%, see, e.g., Abramowitz et al

1964, p. 311). As a result, the following approximate for-

mulas are applicable for Y=- 250 m.

Y = 2 ITr H/O 0. (20)

H H/2½, (21)av

f = 1 /12 In (OlY/(2½ z7Tz (22)

THE LINEAR PROFILE

For the linear profile

Ve = sz, (23)
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the penetrating height is

H = C 0 o(2/(2S). (24)

The trajectory is

y (2 Co/S) +H½ (H z)½J

22
or (y-C 0•/) (2 C/S) CO 02/(2S) -z (25)

The travel distance is

Y = 2 C I 0ols. (26)

The average ray height is

Ha= CO 0ot2/(3S) (27)

= (2/3)H

ihe focusing Z'aztor is

f =1, (28)

for which the second order term can be determined by first

integrating the ray trajectory without shallow angle approxi-

mation and then expanding the result in small ray angles.

Thus one gets

2 2 2
f = 1 - 5S Y / (32 Co), (29)

which decreases very slowly as Y increases.

THE POSITIVE CURVATURE PROFILES

The ray characteristics of the positive curvature

profile type a

V = SO z 1+ z/(2zp) , (30)
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can be obtained from the corresponding formulas of the para-

bolic profile by putting zm ='- z and 01 = (-1 )½rp'

where op = (So zp/o) p

For the positive curvature profile type b

V = 5o z 2/(2zp) (31)

one gets the penetrating height

S1zp/0(p, (32)

where Op = (So zp/C ) 7

the ray trajectory

y = (zp/O(p)[(7/2 T cos-I (z/H)]

or z = H sin ( pY/Zp); (33)

the travel distance

Y=-az /QI? (34)
p p

the average ray height

Hay = (2/7r) H (35)

the focusing factor

f = oo , (36)

which means that a caustic is predicted at 7T p/op from

the source.

For the positive curvature profile type c

V = S0Z ( - 1 + z /(2zp) J , (37)

the penetrating height is

H z 1 + 2 (38)
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The first half trajectory is

z 1ifi 0;
y -2 sin p 01 .. + cot co

+p ta p0)
ana the second half is

= !2 I+ cot-1 o - sin-i P 40)Y~C 2p 3•/

The entire trajectory can be expressed as

z = Zp [ 1 + ( o/•p) sin (py/Zp) - cos (Vy/zp)J(41)

The travel distance is

Y = (2 zp/oP• ) T/2 + cot- (o(/o(). (42)

The average ray height is

H a = PfI +( AXCy)! (7r/2 + cot1 (al,/cOl.) (3

The focusing factor is

=--/loto [1 . •OA,, 2]1 [Tr/2 + cot-' (0-(/1,.)P,(44)

which predicts two caustics at the distances of iT z /C• and

2 'T zP/Ip from the source. All the rays land between 7T" Zp
pp/

&2 1T z /oI. The theory also predicts a skip distance of
p/p

lIz /cj , since no ray is received within this distance.
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THE ELEVATED SHEAR PROFILES

The ray characteristics for elevated shears can be

evaluated numerically (Wesson 1970), and the results are

schematically shown in Fig. 3-3.4.

The interesting feature of elevated shear types b and

c is the skip distance Ymini' where a caustic is also pre-

dicted. Ymini can be estimated by using a two-layer model.

The lower layer of a thickness of h has a negative shear

-S 1 and the upper layer has a positive shear S2 0 Then the

horinontal travel distance in the lower layer is

(2 •./0.I 1[ € 0  + 2S, h/Co) - 0j.

and that in the upper layer is from Eq. (26)

(2 C0 /S 2 ) (0,o2 + 2s1 h 1 /C 0

The total travel distance is the sum of these, i.e.,

2C- (1 + !-) (0(o2 + 2S, hl ½ 2% 04
S1  so 0O S1

By putting the derivative 6Y to vanish and solving for the3do
value of do, one gets

( do) mini ý( 2S 1 h I/Co) + 3 s1 /S 2 ) 2 - II (46)

Substitution of Eq. (46) into Eq. (45) gives

mini 2 (23ohi/Si)1 [(+si/S22-i, (type c) (47)
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which is the skip distance for elevated shear type c. The

skip distance for elevated shear type h is obtained from Eq.

(47) by setting S to zero, i.e.,1

4 (Co h (type b) (48)Ymini 1/S2)
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Appendix 3. Parabolic profile fluctuations

Accordina to the linear theor,, the time rate of frac-

tional chanae of amplitude is

fa = d (in p)

= S0 - (in SO) A.!L (in p) + z£ (in Zm) ~- --(ln p). (1)
dt dt CZm

An( the fractional 'oppler is

f6 =A8 /w
(in So) I:., + d (in Zm) £zm, (2)

So dt M)ro

where, accor,7ing to Eq. (4) in Sec:ion 3-1,

Dso = (2So/Co (2a)
0 0

an, =zm ( 2 zm/Co2 J H dz (im/ 01 (2b)

Here the effect of penez:rating height variations -;n ";he

,doppler is negligible to the first order.

"•.-o calculate d (in p) (M s--ands for S. or Zm), one
dM

should consider that both source and receiver are fixed in

position, and, therefore, the -erivative includes wo erms,

i.e.,

S_ + •o . (3)

The first term is •ue c :he explicit dependence of p *-n h.

The secon6 -erm arises :.ecause of he adjus-ment of :he

ini,.ial rav an le, •o, to insure a constant horizo.n-.al travel

c'is'ance, , while M is varyin-. A constant - reans that
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"d14 + -•L = 0, (4)

whence

ado 21 .aY (5)
i)M -a ý ýCo

Now from Eq. (7) in Section 3-2, one obtains

c-(in p) - ¢ + O /d0 )

_y +.0Y_._ 0/ 0-o] (6)
2- -a t

After ecing the al-ebra of Eqs. (6) anr3 (2), one .:ets

-SO-ý S (in p) = in p)

, = (¼4•S.Y/(2 CO(O))(i + (2o/_m)2j- 1}(7a)

ES0 =(ozA/(2 Co)(S 0S./(2 Copo))(l + ((,yc,'m)2)-1j (7b)

Dzm 3 zmOý/(2 co)Jf(So;",.(2 CO~)_ l - (•o/•)2/3j-J(7c)

Substitution of Eq. (7) into Eqs. (1) ane (2) gives Eqs. (1)

anc. (2) in Section 3-4.

LReroduced from

best available coPY.
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iippendix 4. Phase shifts and amplitude variations due to
short-period effective wind fluctuations

The phase shift, Aqb, is related to the travel time

fluctuation, A T, as

where W is the angular frequency. 4ith the shallow angle ap-

proximation, the travel time can be written from 7q. (2) in

Section 3-1 as

' fY

Si• o dy v 1 - +•÷• + v.v)/:-: (2)

0

where one has assumed both soune speee ane wind to have average

parts and fluctuating parts, i.e.,

'y •v+ Vy.

From Bqs. (1) and (2), one gets the phase shift

#%¢ (•/•) ey (A Ve/C), (3)

where A ve = E +A v is the fluctuating effective wine. 'he

mean square phase shift is

( ,,€ )2

C W 2/'4 f ;,41 vY 2 A eve (xliYI'Zl))zve (x 2 ,' 2 ,z 2 )J(4)

.,' assuming the *,aussian form of correlation function, i.e.,

(Ave (xevlzl)J(ave (x2)y 2 az2 ))

=(v)exp - J 1a ) -2 1 Zl 2 ) (5)
x &V7
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one can chanc~e the integration variables of Eq. (4) into

~=(r, + r2)/2

= the center-of-mass coordinate,

r' r2 -l

- the separation coordinate,

an6

2 = r62 (Ave)2/C4jfY e y O(40) e)o -0 J

.exp -_ (x'l/ax) 2 - (y'iay)2 (zl/az) 2 ) (6)

The integration limits for y can be set to + 0 , sinc-e Y ..s

much greater than ay . To the first order, the inte•.•ri can

be evaluated at x' = z' = 0, assuminu, that the Oeviations of

the actual ray trajectories from the average trajectory are

small in comparison with ax and az. Then Eq. (6) can be

evaluated as

(p )2 = (1UU)2 a YY/'4) (eve) (7)

with the y - coordinate (Fig. 3-1.1) as the integration

variable, the signal amplitude is given by

o 2'o/J P

where o= the initial vertical spreading angle,

ro =_2T.-

= the initial spreading angle in the x-direction.

Then the fractional amplitude fluctuation is

)= (-1/2)( 4 1X)/px' (9)
1 Z +r4 a

id-ORAZO) UN
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The average value of the derivative LZ- can be obtainer; from

the trajectories, which are evaluated for fundamental effective

wind profiles in Section 3-3. The averaoe b is equal to Y,

the same as in a uniform mereium. The randomly fluctuating

derivatives, A -a zAandA--1:A-an),are now to be eerived. For
I zU'_T

one needs Z as an integral in v, which is obtained
from 'q. (2) in Section 3-1 and the shallow angle approximation

as
as = f .y (C sin o + Vz)/(c cos t+ Vy)

0

( ,y/ +- ( V + v v + Vz)/Z (10)

whence

z o ZiY y(( oV v y + V z ) / -C

?01 - I -iyo (1) W ro i<

The elevation angle cl is from Eqs. (2) anO (3) in Section 3-1

,C4 = _ + ; V)) 
(1

00

= o 0 (0 / + y (a +-v

I-- + z •z 12

whence

(2 z +z + 1 (13)
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Substituting -q. (13) in Eq. (11), taking the variation of

fluctuating parts, anf' neglecting the secone order terms, one

gets

= - 1 / C) J6 fc' •: (V o D (14)
where, for bzz (o

wh f or ' one can use the average trajectories given

in Section 3-3. Similarly, one has the random spreading in

the x-Oirection as

(-1/b) f dvf 2 2i Ye) (15)

where, again, one can use the average spreading for i.3• i.e.,

'.

For the linear profile, the fractional amplitude variation

can now be written as

' /- 1 -; Y y 61'2 + (
Ap/p =( 1 / (2 r Y) Y + •2)W Ve] (16)

0 0

Integration by parts transforms this into the form

pp= (1 / (2 C 1f 7v v (Y - y) + a veJ (17)

"0

,-,he mean square fractional amplitufte variation is

(Ap)p2 / "2 2 f dY IdY2 Yl ('2 Y - Y (1) - Y2

+1 i_
~2 z2 2 Ave_(r_1_____4
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i~~7/( 4  2 .,2~ 2Y fYy 2 2/4)/(4 of dy0 / -Yd

(02 2yo Y + yo2 - y' 2/4)

otax2 Do 2/a) 7(y)/a_,)2 (z/az )2

Here the center-of-mass coordinate, ro, the separation coor-

Oinate, r', and the uaussian correlation function have been

useO. By noting that Y>> ay, an4 assuming small deviations

of actual ray trajectories from the average trajectory, one

can evaluate the integrations of Eq. (18) and obtain

()2/P-2 =((Ave,) 2 g2 3.2

O r "3 /10)/a. + (Wy3/15) / (az 2 ax2 )

+ (1T'y 3 /10) 4 ax4) (19)

Similarly, one can derive the mean square fractional

amplitude fluctuation for the parabolic profile as

(Ap) 2 p (aVe) 2 ay/- 2 J.

"1 Al/ az 4 + K2/(az 2 ax 2 ) +- K3 / ax4J, (20)

where

1,i 3 T½ , (Zm/Q'm) 2/ (4 sinh 2 (y*)) 7
.(sinh (2 Y*) / (2 Y*) - 1 - (2/3) ("*.*)2 exp (a<"/2)2J
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2F47TT exp (a; /4)2z /(Zm~) sinh (Y*)J

<(2 + cosh (y)-(3 /y*) sinh(Y)

½33~ /r108

lm Zwi

a:, ao ymm'

/m(2 V m / 0 ) 0~ Z m ICo
exp (a*/ 2)2~.epa~/ 42,. 1
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